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From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Thu Nov 1 09:02:50 2007
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Thu Nov 1 09:06:00 2007
Subject: [Genealib] still available
In-Reply-To: <20071031160024.63291D00BD@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20071031160024.63291D00BD@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <057d01c81c87$8211dab0$3102060a@rpl.org>
The following are still available. All other titles offered have already
been claimed.
Newsletter, International Society for British Genealogy and Family History
Vol. 3, no. 4-Vol. 8, no. 2 (Oct-Dec. 1981-Apr-June 1986); Cleveland OH
Victorian (a national Catholic monthly), Vol. 47, no. 1 (Jan 1947)-Vol. 47
no 11 (Nov 1947); Lackawanna NY (Father Baker's Homes of Charity)
Nuggets, Vol. 42, no. 3 (March 1940)-Vol. 47, no. 2(August 1942), published
monthly for funeral directors, by the Barnes-Ross CO.; Indianapolis, IN.

From Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org Thu Nov 1 09:38:09 2007
From: Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org (Tom M. Mueller)
Date: Thu Nov 1 09:38:42 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Title still available
In-Reply-To: <057d01c81c87$8211dab0$3102060a@rpl.org>
References: <20071031160024.63291D00BD@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<057d01c81c87$8211dab0$3102060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F030057@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
The following is yours for the asking; please respond off list.

Berrian, William, D.D. Recollections of his Dear Departed Daughter,
Mary Chandler Berrian by her Fond and Devoted Father, William Berrian,
D.D. Printed for Private Distribution, 1842. Alexander S.; Gould,
Printer. No. 144 Nassau Street, New York.

Inscribed:
"For David D. Lyon
from his true friend
Wm. Berrian" [nd]

Thank you,

Tom Mueller MLS
Lakes Region Library
1511 Druid Rd.
Inverness, FL 34452
352 726-2357
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071101/
a56e3f41/attachment.html
From Laura.Wickstead at roanokeva.gov Thu Nov 1 16:03:14 2007
From: Laura.Wickstead at roanokeva.gov (Laura.Wickstead@roanokeva.gov)
Date: Thu Nov 1 16:01:12 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Laura Wickstead is out of the office.
Message-ID: <OF67A70A87.BEC58C68-ON85257386.006E290C85257386.006E290D@roanokeva.gov>
I will be out of the office starting
11/05/2007.

11/01/2007 and will not return until

I will respond to your message when I return.
From traci.thompson at gmail.com Thu Nov 1 20:17:40 2007
From: traci.thompson at gmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Thu Nov 1 20:17:43 2007
Subject: [Genealib] 1918 map
Message-ID: <efca8b2a0711011717o5c4877b4r52f19dc9b2823e48@mail.gmail.com>
Our library has a 1918 map of our county that we (and the genealogical
society) would like to have reproduced with the idea to sell the copies as a
fundraiser for the library and society. The map is approximately 34 by 36
inches. I have been surprised that, so far, no one I have contacted has
been able to reproduce it. I've tried all our local printing companies,
plus blueprint-type places like Duncan-Parnell, plus publishers outside of
our area, with no luck. Everyone says they can't do a map that large, which
stumps me, because I've seen plenty of maps that large for sale through
various vendors.
Another library I worked for had a similar map reproduced for sale (which is
where I got the idea!), but the company they used has gone out of business.
We would like to have it printed on acid-free paper, to be as nice as
possible and "suitable for framing".
I would appreciate any advice anyone might have on who could possibly do
this job for us. (Replies can come to the list, or to this email addy, or
to tthompson@braswell-library.org) Thanks!!
Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
Rocky Mount, NC
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071101/
a68c96ce/attachment.html
From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Thu Nov 1 22:54:41 2007
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Thu Nov 1 22:33:30 2007
Subject: [Genealib] 1918 map
References: <efca8b2a0711011717o5c4877b4r52f19dc9b2823e48@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <002301c81cfb$b767eeb0$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
Try your state library & archives. they may do their own reproducing but they may
be able to guide you to someone.
You might take a look at these http://www.breslinrepro.com/
http://www.centrallit.com/
http://www.blowingrock.com/members.list.php?memcategoriesid=3517
NC
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Traci Thompson
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2007 6:17 PM
Subject: [Genealib] 1918 map
Our library has a 1918 map of our county that we (and the genealogical society)
would like to have reproduced with the idea to sell the copies as a fundraiser for
the library and society. The map is approximately 34 by 36 inches. I have been
surprised that, so far, no one I have contacted has been able to reproduce it.
I've tried all our local printing companies, plus blueprint-type places like
Duncan-Parnell, plus publishers outside of our area, with no luck. Everyone says
they can't do a map that large, which stumps me, because I've seen plenty of maps
that large for sale through various vendors.
Another library I worked for had a similar map reproduced for sale (which is
where I got the idea!), but the company they used has gone out of business.
We would like to have it printed on acid-free paper, to be as nice as possible
and "suitable for framing".
I would appreciate any advice anyone might have on who could possibly do this job
for us. (Replies can come to the list, or to this email addy, or to
tthompson@braswell-library.org ) Thanks!!
Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
Rocky Mount, NC

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071101/
a68fda69/attachment.html
From mickeycorey at sbcglobal.net Fri Nov 2 07:58:58 2007
From: mickeycorey at sbcglobal.net (MICHELLE ROUX)
Date: Fri Nov 2 07:59:02 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 50, Issue 1 (Berrian book)
In-Reply-To: <20071101160019.6C747D00CE@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <798991.9322.qm@web82505.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Tom, I believe I have found a home for the Berrian
book. I have located a family researcher. I'd love
to get this book to Mary Chandler Berrian's family.
Please me know if you still have it.
Mickey Roux
Genealogy Coordinator
Andover Public Library
Andover, Kansas
________________________
Original Message:
The following is yours for the asking; please respond
off list.
Berrian, William, D.D. Recollections of his Dear
Departed Daughter,
Mary Chandler Berrian by her Fond and Devoted Father,
William Berrian,
D.D. Printed for Private Distribution, 1842.
Alexander S.; Gould,
Printer. No. 144 Nassau Street, New York.
Inscribed:
"For David D. Lyon
from his true friend
Wm. Berrian" [nd]

Thank you,
Tom Mueller MLS
___________________________________________
There came forth in return only a jingling of the bells.
- Edgar Allan Poe
From cstone at gvtc.com Fri Nov 2 10:37:04 2007
From: cstone at gvtc.com (Catharine Schwarz)
Date: Fri Nov 2 10:35:06 2007
Subject: [Genealib] 1918 map
References: <efca8b2a0711011717o5c4877b4r52f19dc9b2823e48@mail.gmail.com>
<002301c81cfb$b767eeb0$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>

Message-ID: <001301c81d5d$d6a68360$7e2475d0@CATHYSCHWARZ>
Try asking a an engineering and surveying company. This type of business should
have a machine to copy large sized plats. The copy may be in black and white only,
however.
Catharine Schwarz
Boerne, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: treviawbeverly
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2007 9:54 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] 1918 map
Try your state library & archives. they may do their own reproducing but they
may be able to guide you to someone.
You might take a look at these http://www.breslinrepro.com/
http://www.centrallit.com/
http://www.blowingrock.com/members.list.php?memcategoriesid=3517
NC
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Traci Thompson
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2007 6:17 PM
Subject: [Genealib] 1918 map
Our library has a 1918 map of our county that we (and the genealogical society)
would like to have reproduced with the idea to sell the copies as a fundraiser for
the library and society. The map is approximately 34 by 36 inches. I have been
surprised that, so far, no one I have contacted has been able to reproduce it.
I've tried all our local printing companies, plus blueprint-type places like
Duncan-Parnell, plus publishers outside of our area, with no luck. Everyone says
they can't do a map that large, which stumps me, because I've seen plenty of maps
that large for sale through various vendors.
Another library I worked for had a similar map reproduced for sale (which is
where I got the idea!), but the company they used has gone out of business.
We would like to have it printed on acid-free paper, to be as nice as possible
and "suitable for framing".
I would appreciate any advice anyone might have on who could possibly do this
job for us. (Replies can come to the list, or to this email addy, or to
tthompson@braswell-library.org ) Thanks!!
Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
Rocky Mount, NC

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071102/22dcf69e/
attachment.html
From Donna at health.ok.gov Fri Nov 2 10:50:03 2007
From: Donna at health.ok.gov (Johnson, Donna)
Date: Fri Nov 2 10:50:12 2007
Subject: [Genealib] 1918 map
In-Reply-To: <001301c81d5d$d6a68360$7e2475d0@CATHYSCHWARZ>
Message-ID: <32477EBED407A8418B18D68505B2322F078CF080@ANTONIO.DOH.OK>
Try an architectural supply store also. Many of them do reproductions of large
size plans and could do a map, even in color. If they cannot do the work, they
will tell you who can do it.
Donna Johnson
Oklahoma City, OK
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Catharine Schwarz
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2007 9:37 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] 1918 map
Try asking a an engineering and surveying company. This type of business should
have a machine to copy large sized plats. The copy may be in black and white only,
however.
Catharine Schwarz
Boerne, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: treviawbeverly <mailto:treviawbeverly@comcast.net>
To: Librarians Serving <mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu> Genealogists
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2007 9:54 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] 1918 map
Try your state library & archives. they may do their own reproducing but they may
be able to guide you to someone.
You might take a look at these http://www.breslinrepro.com/
http://www.centrallit.com/
http://www.blowingrock.com/members.list.php?memcategoriesid=3517
NC

Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Traci Thompson <mailto:traci.thompson@gmail.com>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2007 6:17 PM
Subject: [Genealib] 1918 map
Our library has a 1918 map of our county that we (and the genealogical society)
would like to have reproduced with the idea to sell the copies as a fundraiser for
the library and society. The map is approximately 34 by 36 inches. I have been
surprised that, so far, no one I have contacted has been able to reproduce it.
I've tried all our local printing companies, plus blueprint-type places like
Duncan-Parnell, plus publishers outside of our area, with no luck. Everyone says
they can't do a map that large, which stumps me, because I've seen plenty of maps
that large for sale through various vendors.
Another library I worked for had a similar map reproduced for sale (which is where
I got the idea!), but the company they used has gone out of business.
We would like to have it printed on acid-free paper, to be as nice as possible and
"suitable for framing".
I would appreciate any advice anyone might have on who could possibly do this job
for us. (Replies can come to the list, or to this email addy, or to
tthompson@braswell-library.org <mailto:tthompson@braswell-library.org> ) Thanks!!
Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
Rocky Mount, NC

_____

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_____

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071102/
c1477b47/attachment.html
From Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org Fri Nov 2 11:24:17 2007
From: Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org (Tom M. Mueller)
Date: Fri Nov 2 11:24:55 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Title claimed - Berrian book - Recollections of his Dear
. . .
In-Reply-To: <798991.9322.qm@web82505.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
References: <20071101160019.6C747D00CE@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<798991.9322.qm@web82505.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F0300C9@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
This book has been claimed.
Tom
Berrian, William, D.D. Recollections of his Dear
Departed Daughter,
Mary Chandler Berrian by her Fond and Devoted Father,
William Berrian,
D.D. Printed for Private Distribution, 1842.
Alexander S.; Gould,
Printer. No. 144 Nassau Street, New York.
Inscribed:
"For David D. Lyon
from his true friend
Wm. Berrian" [nd]

Thank you,
Tom Mueller MLS
From mrarchive at aol.com Fri Nov 2 11:42:52 2007
From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive@aol.com)
Date: Fri Nov 2 11:43:04 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Title claimed - Berrian book - Recollections of his
Dear . . .
In-Reply-To: <924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F0300C9@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
References: <20071101160019.6C747D00CE@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<798991.9322.qm@web82505.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
<924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F0300C9@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
Message-ID: <8C9EB7E29BD3622-700-804@FWM-M03.sysops.aol.com>
Friends:
A book was recently sent to me that was saved from the town landfill( called dump
here) It is an 1860 imprint? "five Years' Ministry in the German Reformed
Church..... J.H.A. Bomberger, DD author.. I ahve searched at AAS and Library of
Congrerss and can find no copies, so I am asking anyone that might know where else
to look let me know.. I think the book should find a good home as it is very
interesting even to and Noon German Reformed and has very fine statistical tables
and? Church and Clergy lists. It seems to have probably been a very small press run

f perhaps less than 100 or 150. Printed in Phildelphia 1860
Let me know off list if you like Steve MRARCHIVE@aol.com
-----Original Message----From: Tom M. Mueller <Tom.Mueller@citruslibraries.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Fri, 2 Nov 2007 11:24 am
Subject: [Genealib] Title claimed - Berrian book - Recollections of his Dear . . .

This book has been claimed.
Tom
Berrian, William, D.D. Recollections of his Dear
Departed Daughter,
Mary Chandler Berrian by her Fond and Devoted Father,
William Berrian,
D.D. Printed for Private Distribution, 1842.
Alexander S.; Gould,
Printer. No. 144 Nassau Street, New York.
Inscribed:
"For David D. Lyon
from his true friend
Wm. Berrian" [nd]

Thank you,
Tom Mueller MLS
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
________________________________________________________________________
Email and AIM finally together. You've gotta check out free AOL Mail! http://mail.aol.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071102/2d45c7ab/
attachment.html
From mrarchive at aol.com Fri Nov 2 11:58:15 2007
From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive@aol.com)
Date: Fri Nov 2 11:58:38 2007
Subject: [Genealib] "Five Years' Ministry in the German Reformed Church.....
J.H.A. Bomberger, DD
In-Reply-To: <8C9EB7E29BD3622-700-804@FWM-M03.sysops.aol.com>
References: <20071101160019.6C747D00CE@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

<798991.9322.qm@web82505.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
<924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F0300C9@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
<8C9EB7E29BD3622-700-804@FWM-M03.sysops.aol.com>
Message-ID: <8C9EB804FFB185E-700-8F0@FWM-M03.sysops.aol.com>
sorry my original message got mixed in with a response..? good thing it is Friday
finally steve
-----Original Message----From: mrarchive@aol.com
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Fri, 2 Nov 2007 11:42 am
Subject: Re:

Friends:
A book was recently sent to me that was saved from the town landfill( called dump
here) It is an 1860 imprint? "Five Years' Ministry in the German Reformed
Church..... J.H.A. Bomberger, DD author.. I ahve searched at AAS and Library of
Congrerss and can find no copies, so I am asking anyone that might know where else
to look let me know.. I think the book should find a good home as it is very
interesting even to and Noon German Reformed and has very fine statistical tables
and? Church and Clergy lists. It seems to have probably been a very small press run
f perhaps less than 100 or 150. Printed in Phildelphia 1860
Let me know off list if you have nay infomation..
Steve MRARCHIVE@aol.com

________________________________________________________________________
Email and AIM finally together. You've gotta check out free AOL Mail! http://mail.aol.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071102/4429185c/
attachment.html
From walters at alaweb.com Fri Nov 2 13:28:00 2007
From: walters at alaweb.com (David Walters)
Date: Fri Nov 2 13:50:17 2007
Subject: [Genealib] 1918 map
References: <32477EBED407A8418B18D68505B2322F078CF080@ANTONIO.DOH.OK>
Message-ID: <047001c81d75$b8481510$0200a8c0@david9bsfpchmv>
Kinkos has a program where yuou can take in an image in disk or email them an
attachment and they can print it.
David
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Catharine Schwarz
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2007 9:37 AM

To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] 1918 map
Try asking a an engineering and surveying company. This type of business should
have a machine to copy large sized plats. The copy may be in black and white only,
however.
Catharine Schwarz
Boerne, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: treviawbeverly
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2007 9:54 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] 1918 map
Try your state library & archives. they may do their own reproducing but
they may be able to guide you to someone.
You might take a look at these http://www.breslinrepro.com/
http://www.centrallit.com/
http://www.blowingrock.com/members.list.php?memcategoriesid=3517
NC
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Traci Thompson
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2007 6:17 PM
Subject: [Genealib] 1918 map
Our library has a 1918 map of our county that we (and the genealogical
society) would like to have reproduced with the idea to sell the copies as a
fundraiser for the library and society. The map is approximately 34 by 36 inches.
I have been surprised that, so far, no one I have contacted has been able to
reproduce it. I've tried all our local printing companies, plus blueprint-type
places like Duncan-Parnell, plus publishers outside of our area, with no luck.
Everyone says they can't do a map that large, which stumps me, because I've seen
plenty of maps that large for sale through various vendors.
Another library I worked for had a similar map reproduced for sale (which
is where I got the idea!), but the company they used has gone out of business.
We would like to have it printed on acid-free paper, to be as nice as
possible and "suitable for framing".
I would appreciate any advice anyone might have on who could possibly do
this job for us. (Replies can come to the list, or to this email addy, or to
tthompson@braswell-library.org ) Thanks!!
Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
Rocky Mount, NC

-----------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.5.503 / Virus Database: 269.15.19/1105 - Release Date: 11/2/2007 11:04

AM
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071102/
dddd1a63/attachment.html
From SMacinnes at cox.net Fri Nov 2 13:54:43 2007
From: SMacinnes at cox.net (Sharon)
Date: Fri Nov 2 13:56:51 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Early Landowner Atlas of Westmoreland Co., PA;
also Free, Downloadable 19th C. Landowner maps
Message-ID: <20071102175647.MRL17054.eastrmmtao101.cox.net@eastrmimpo01.cox.net>
Ancestor Tracks is pleased to announce the sixth of the Early Landowners of
PA reference series, Early Landowners of Pennsylvania: Atlas of Township
Patent Maps of Westmoreland Co., PA and its companion CD, Early Land Owners
of PA: Scans of Township Patent Maps of Westmoreland County, PA. This atlas
and CD of detailed tract plats locate the tract, warrantee, patentee and
survey information of each first landowner in Westmoreland County, for the
first time providing all needed information in one publication for this
major migration-route county.
This volume joins our other similar titles
for Berks, Fayette, Greene, and Washington Counties. As a service, we have
also posted many free, high-resolution, downloadable 19th century landowner
maps for numerous Pennsylvania counties for use with the 1850, 1860, and
1870 censuses. More specifics follow:

Early Landowners of PA: Atlas of Township Patent Maps of Westmoreland Co.,
PA (8.5" X 11", softbound, 485 pages)
Although the State Land Office did not plat the original surveys onto
Township Warrantee Maps for Westmoreland County as they did for about
one-third of the townships in the state, the Westmoreland County Tax Map
Maintenance Department completed a similar project about 10 years ago,
mapping the patents of the original tracts into a series of township maps.
Since only patentees are shown on these maps, we at Ancestor Tracks looked
up each of the approximately 4,000 original tracts within Westmoreland Co.
in the Warrant Register, the New Purchase Register, and the Patent Register
indexes in Harrisburg to create a totally new resource for the Pennsylvania
genealogist. This atlas provides the names of the warrantee (or New
Purchase applicant) and patentee for every tract within present Westmoreland
County; the name and size of the tract; dates of the warrant and patent for
each tract; plus the survey book and page number where those documents were
recorded. Inconsistencies in existing information were corrected and
invaluable data was added.
Numbered locator boxes superimposed over the
Township Patent Maps in the atlas refer to the 353 Detailed Tract Maps found
on the companion CD (see below). Researchers will be able to pinpoint the
location of their ancestor's tract, as well as to identify which repository
in Greensburg or Harrisburg holds the original documents. Most of these
land transactions precede the deeds located in the county courthouse since
they document the transfer of ownership from the state or colony to the
first landowners, although references to many deeds and surveys in
Greensburg are also included.

As with the other Ancestor Tracks atlases and CDs, the first private
landowners of Westmoreland County are documented in detail. This
documentation can often reveal family relationships or clues to possible
relationships since relatives usually congregated near one another, acted as
witnesses and sponsors for each other, attended church together, and appear
together in tax and census lists. Also, since people usually moved in
groups, tracking sets of families and neighbors as a whole can frequently
suggest routes of migration. Finally, later owners of these tracts can be
traced back to the exact location of their plat by following their
transactions through deeds and will books. In some cases, names on the
Patent Maps are the only record that certain people actually existed.

Early Land Owners of PA: Scans of Township Patent Maps of Westmoreland
County, PA (CD; contains only map images, not the text of the book)
The companion CD is a very special addition companion to the atlas. It
includes the Township Patent maps which show each tract within the township
as a whole by number. Furthermore, it also includes 353 Detailed Tract Maps
which show the individual plats of the earliest owners of land in
Westmoreland County superimposed over current road maps, making it easy to
locate original tracts as they are currently situated within the County.
These Detailed Tract Maps were produced by the GIS Tax Mapping Division in
the Westmoreland County Courthouse in Greensburgo. Go to
http://ancestrotracks.com <http://ancestrotracks.com/> and click on the
county map to see exactly how this works.

The price for the atlas is $45.00 and the CD is $20.00 plus shipping and
handling; both can be purchased at the same time for $60.00 plus s &h. We
are happy to accept Purchase Orders. All atlases and CDs are available from
http://ancestortracks.com <http://ancestortracks.com/> or through the Order
Form on our site.

The following is a list of the free, downloadable images we have posted for
Pennsylvania. Once the images are loaded, they can be enlarged by clicking
on them, and they may be saved by right-clicking and selecting "Save Image
As..."
Adams
1858
<http://ancestortracks.com/Adams_Co_Map,1858.html>
http://ancestortracks.com/Adams_Co_Map,1858.html
Armstrong
1861
<http://ancestortracks.com/Armstrong_Co_Map,1861.html>
http://ancestortracks.com/Armstrong_Co_Map,1861.html
Beaver/Lawrence
1860
<http://ancestortracks.com/Beaver_County_Map1860.html>
http://ancestortracks.com/Beaver_County_Map1860.html
Bedford
1861
<http://ancestortracks.com/Bedford_Co_Map,1861.html>
http://ancestortracks.com/Bedford_Co_Map,1861.html
Berks
1860
<http://ancestortracks.com/Berks_Co_blurb.html>
http://ancestortracks.com/Berks_Co_blurb.html
Bucks
1850 & 1857
<http://ancestortracks.com/Phil_Mont_Bucks_Del_maps.html>
http://ancestortracks.com/Phil_Mont_Bucks_Del_maps.html
Butler
1858
<http://ancestortracks.com/Butler_Co_Map,1858.html>
http://ancestortracks.com/Butler_Co_Map,1858.html
Crawford
??
<http://ancestortracks.com/Crawford_Co_Atlas.html>
http://ancestortracks.com/Crawford_Co_Atlas.html
Forest
1881
<http://ancestortracks.com/ForestCo1881.html>
http://ancestortracks.com/ForestCo1881.html
Lawrence/Beaver

1860

Montgomery
1857
<http://ancestortracks.com/Phil_Mont_Bucks_Del_maps.html>
http://ancestortracks.com/Phil_Mont_Bucks_Del_maps.html

(see Beaver above)

Northampton
1860
<http://ancestortracks.com/Northampton_Co_Map,1860.html>
http://ancestortracks.com/Northampton_Co_Map,1860.html

Northumberland
1858
<http://ancestortracks.com/Northumberland_Map1858,TWMapsPriceList.htm>
http://ancestortracks.com/Northumberland_Map1858,TWMapsPriceList.htm
Venango
1857
<http://ancestortracks.com/VenangoCo_resources.html>
http://ancestortracks.com/VenangoCo_resources.html
Westmoreland
1857
<http://ancestortracks.com/WestmorelandCoMap,1857.html>
http://ancestortracks.com/WestmorelandCoMap,1857.html (scroll down the page)

We have also posted images from the following atlases:
Clarion
1877
<http://ancestortracks.com/Clarion_Co_Atlas,Caldwell,1877.html>
http://ancestortracks.com/Clarion_Co_Atlas,Caldwell,1877.html (Caldwell's
Atlas)
Delaware
1880
<http://ancestortracks.com/Delaware_Co_Warrantee_Atlas.html>
http://ancestortracks.com/Delaware_Co_Warrantee_Atlas.html (Smith)
Somerset
1930's
<http://ancestortracks.com/Somerset_Co_Warrantees.html>
http://ancestortracks.com/Somerset_Co_Warrantees.html (Somerset County
Atlas of Surveys and Warrants Collected andPlotted as a WPA Project)

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071102/1639816c/
attachment.html
From cribbswh at gmail.com Fri Nov 2 14:24:09 2007
From: cribbswh at gmail.com (cribbswh@gmail.com)
Date: Fri Nov 2 14:24:14 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Newest data at GenealogyBuff.com
Message-ID: <4058421b0711021124t6f410f3bt9122d3b3548d79c7@mail.gmail.com>
Hi all,
Below is a list of new data added to the GenealogyBuff.com library
over the past month.
I've added a United States Newspaper Directory with links to online
newspapers, state-by-state. While there are other such directories on
the web, this one also links to the archived versions of the
newspapers so that you can research past editions a little more.
The directory is at http://www.genealogybuff.com/np/

Also, Bob Lunt, from PersonalButPolite.com
http://www.personalbutpolite.com tells me that he has added about 30
more pages of data and has also added a contributor's bulletin board
where you can post your family history anecdotes, jokes, and even a
memorial.
Here's the data:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Misc - Shipwreck of the San Juan - 8/29/1929 - Casualties/Survivors
Misc - Shipwreck of the Valencia - 1/22/1906 - Casualties/Survivors
Misc - Shipwreck of the Arabic - 8/19/1915 - Casualties/Survivors
New Mexico - Quay County - Miscellaneous Obituaries
Indiana - Howard County - Miscellaneous Data
Florida - Bay County - Miscellaneous Obituaries
Florida - Citrus County - Miscellaneous Obituaries

By the way, just as a reminder...you can get to GenealogyBuff.com
quickly by just typing in "gbuff.com" in your browser...or even
better...bookmark the site!
Hope this helps.
Bill
From amsmith at lib.usf.edu Fri Nov 2 14:27:19 2007
From: amsmith at lib.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Nov 2 14:27:23 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Pennsylvania cemetery books
Message-ID: <5e931bb30711021127k3563f9bbnd21dd99a1dce1625@mail.gmail.com>
This message is being posted to GENEALIB on behalf of the societies
listed below. For more information, do not reply to this message, but
contact the societies directly.
***
The Cranberry Genealogy Club is pleased to announce a special offer.
They are offering their book Cemetery Survey of Cranberry Township,
Butler County, Pennsylvania to list members at the discount price of
$19.95 (regularly $24.95). In addition to transcriptions of all
tombstones in the known cemeteries in the township, the book contains
brief histories of each cemetery. For more information about the book
and the free surname index, please visit www.CranberryGenealogy.org.
In addition to the above cemetery book, the abutting township also
has a new limited-edition cemetery book that was just printed in
September. Pioneer Cemeteries of Franklin Park Borough and Marshall
Township, Allegheny County, PA published by the North Hills
Genealogists [of Pittsburgh] is regularly $29.95 but libraries can
obtain it for the special 25% discount of $22.95. The book, the third
in a series, contains every tombstone inscription in cemeteries
established before 1900 in the municipalities and is augmented with
unpublished church records, previous readings, and some photographs.
For more information about this and the other cemetery books as well
as the free index, please see www.NorthHillsGenealogists.org where you
can place a credit card order or send a check or Purchase Order to the
mailing address.
From cheryls at plano.gov Fri Nov 2 15:04:34 2007
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Fri Nov 2 15:04:36 2007
Subject: [Genealib]

"John Smart of Exeter, New Hampshire & Seven Generations"
Message-ID: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B01405AB69CE@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
This book by H. B. Leslie (rev. ed. 1995) is only available at Library
of Congress per OCLC. The 1990 edition is available at few (five)
libraries. I'm trying to find out if any other library has a copy.
>From the reference a patron has she needs pages 12-90. That's quite a
few to photocopy. The OCLC record says the book has various paging so
we're not sure if she needs all those pages. If there is someone who
could help us know how the book is set up (index, table of contents,
alphabetical by name...) could you please contact me off the list?
Thanks
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.
Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175
cheryls@plano.gov

From cheryls at plano.gov Fri Nov 2 16:58:46 2007
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Fri Nov 2 16:58:49 2007
Subject: [Genealib] "John Smart of Exeter,
New Hampshire & Seven Generations"
In-Reply-To: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B01405AB69CE@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
References: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B01405AB69CE@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
Message-ID: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B01405AB69D0@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
I got my answer.

Thanks for the help!

Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
Plano, TX
972-941-7175
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cheryl
Smith
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2007 2:05 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] "John Smart of Exeter, New Hampshire & Seven
Generations"
This book by H. B. Leslie (rev. ed. 1995) is only available at Library
of Congress per OCLC. The 1990 edition is available at few (five)
libraries. I'm trying to find out if any other library has a copy.
>From the reference a patron has she needs pages 12-90. That's quite a
few to photocopy. The OCLC record says the book has various paging so
we're not sure if she needs all those pages. If there is someone who
could help us know how the book is set up (index, table of contents,
alphabetical by name...) could you please contact me off the list?
Thanks

Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.
Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175
cheryls@plano.gov

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Sat Nov 3 13:05:33 2007
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Sat Nov 3 13:06:19 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Trade List plus Closing and Job information
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF74092FCB5E@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: VIRGINIA ROOM TRADES Nov 2 2007.xls
Type: application/vnd.ms-excel
Size: 36352 bytes
Desc: VIRGINIA ROOM TRADES Nov 2 2007.xls
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071103/
f81d6551/VIRGINIAROOMTRADESNov22007.xls
From mrarchive at aol.com Sun Nov 4 13:41:03 2007
From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive@aol.com)
Date: Sun Nov 4 13:41:22 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Congregational CHurch record arrangements
In-Reply-To: <fd3f60360711040237t6a68a36ave8b517062bae68d3@mail.gmail.com>
References: <20071101160019.6C747D00CE@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<798991.9322.qm@web82505.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
<924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F0300C9@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
<8C9EB7E29BD3622-700-804@FWM-M03.sysops.aol.com>
<8C9EB804FFB185E-700-8F0@FWM-M03.sysops.aol.com>
<fd3f60360711040237t6a68a36ave8b517062bae68d3@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <8C9ED296357D371-4A0-37AD@MBLK-M17.sysops.aol.com>

I will be undertaking an evalutaiton of some Congregational Church Records approx.
1788 to present ,and wonder if any of the Archivist of Small and Medium church
records would care to share any outline that they have for record grouping? The
Parent denomination now the UCC has some classifications but they seem to to very
well apply to these records, journals, and financial files.?
Please resopnd off the list as this is not something the general list serve is
probably interested in .
thanks? mrarchive@aol.com?
________________________________________________________________________
Email and AIM finally together. You've gotta check out free AOL Mail! -

http://mail.aol.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071104/1fac5636/
attachment.html
From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Sun Nov 4 22:22:07 2007
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Sun Nov 4 22:00:52 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Congregational CHurch record arrangements
References: <20071101160019.6C747D00CE@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<798991.9322.qm@web82505.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
<924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F0300C9@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
<8C9EB7E29BD3622-700-804@FWM-M03.sysops.aol.com>
<8C9EB804FFB185E-7008F0@FWMM03.sysops.aol.com><fd3f60360711040237t6a68a36ave8b517062bae68d3@mail.gmail.com>
<8C9ED296357D371-4A0-37AD@MBLK-M17.sysops.aol.com>
Message-ID: <006401c81f5b$0be410c0$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
It would be nice to know WHO & WHERE seriously, I would like to know where you
are and who you are. Why? Because the first thing I would do is to check my
membership directory of the Society of Southwest Archivists to see if you are also
a member. If so, I need go no further. If not, then perhaps I can discover if we
have members who may have expertise or special knowledge in the subject.
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
treviawbeverly@comcast.net
----- Original Message ----From: mrarchive@aol.com
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Sunday, November 04, 2007 12:41 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Congregational CHurch record arrangements

I will be undertaking an evalutaiton of some Congregational Church Records
approx. 1788 to present ,and wonder if any of the Archivist of Small and Medium
church records would care to share any outline that they have for record grouping?
The Parent denomination now the UCC has some classifications but they seem to to
very well apply to these records, journals, and financial files.
Please resopnd off the list as this is not something the general list serve is
probably interested in .
thanks

mrarchive@aol.com

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Email and AIM finally together. You've gotta check out free AOL Mail!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list

genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071104/
e7f645b3/attachment.html
From mrarchive at aol.com Mon Nov 5 07:51:28 2007
From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive@aol.com)
Date: Mon Nov 5 07:51:38 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Congregational CHurch record arrangements
In-Reply-To: <006401c81f5b$0be410c0$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
References: <20071101160019.6C747D00CE@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<798991.9322.qm@web82505.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
<924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F0300C9@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
<8C9EB7E29BD3622-700-804@FWM-M03.sysops.aol.com>
<8C9EB804FFB185E-7008F0@FWMM03.sysops.aol.com><fd3f60360711040237t6a68a36ave8b517062bae68d3@mail.gmail.com>
<8C9ED296357D371-4A0-37AD@MBLK-M17.sysops.aol.com>
<006401c81f5b$0be410c0$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
Message-ID: <8C9EDC1B7B02410-460-5EA6@MBLK-M01.sysops.aol.com>
I am Stephen Trent Seames
Military Archivist of Massachusetts (ret)
living in Maine

I retired early? from the DOD and moved back to Maine from whence I came.. I have
an AB a BS in Ed and an MLS. ?I have been processing records of local organizations
and some churchs for the last few years, giving seminars on Records and uscruipts
for Grange Mason etc. The Church is the West Parish Congregational Church
established in 1788.? also the records of the? 1st Congo not longer around merged
in 1847 and numerous sewing circles, mens groups and some Youth records.. Was just
looking for imput.m

Thanks.

Steve
-----Original Message----From: treviawbeverly <treviawbeverly@comcast.net>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Sun, 4 Nov 2007 10:22 pm
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Congregational CHurch record arrangements

It would be nice to know WHO & WHERE -?? seriously, I would like to know where you
are and who you are.? Why? Because the first thing I would do is to check my

membership directory of the Society of Southwest Archivists to see if you are also
a member.? If so, I need go no further.? If not, then perhaps I can discover if we
have members who may have expertise or special knowledge in the subject.?
?
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
treviawbeverly@comcast.net
??
----- Original Message ----From: mrarchive@aol.com
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Sunday, November 04, 2007 12:41 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Congregational CHurch record arrangements

I will be undertaking an evalutaiton of some Congregational Church Records approx.
1788 to present ,and wonder if any of the Archivist of Small and Medium church
records would care to share any outline that they have for record grouping? The
Parent denomination now the UCC has some classifications but they seem to to very
well apply to these records, journals, and financial files.?
Please resopnd off the list as this is not something the general list serve is
probably interested in .
thanks? mrarchive@aol.com?
Email and AIM finally together. You've gotta check out free AOL Mail!

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

________________________________________________________________________
Email and AIM finally together. You've gotta check out free AOL Mail! http://mail.aol.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071105/
b8657f17/attachment.html
From amsmith at lib.usf.edu Mon Nov 5 09:47:18 2007
From: amsmith at lib.usf.edu (Smith, Andrew M.)
Date: Mon Nov 5 09:47:21 2007
Subject: [Genealib] [MODERATOR] New signature policy
Message-ID: <83A7D9F74602294EB7FF81AB36D7F57B02DF8B8E@tiki.fastmail.usf.edu>
A recent exchange has prompted me to institute the following GENEALIB list policy,
effective immediately:
***
GENEALIB is a professional list. As such, all posters are reasonably expected to
sign their postings with their full names and their organizational affiliation (if
any).
If a poster feels that an exception should be made for a particular posting, the
poster should communicate with the moderator for approval *prior* to posting.
***
You all may now resume your usual, professional discussion.
Regards,
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
Information Literacy Librarian
Reference and Instruction, Tampa Library
University of South Florida
amsmith@lib.usf.edu
813-974-3492 (work), 813-263-2028 (cell)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071105/1145da61/
attachment.html
From Donna at health.ok.gov Mon Nov 5 10:20:33 2007
From: Donna at health.ok.gov (Johnson, Donna)
Date: Mon Nov 5 10:20:49 2007
Subject: [Genealib] [MODERATOR] New signature policy
In-Reply-To: <83A7D9F74602294EB7FF81AB36D7F57B02DF8B8E@tiki.fastmail.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <32477EBED407A8418B18D68505B2322F078CF087@ANTONIO.DOH.OK>
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
My name is Donna Johnson. I have subscribed to your list somehow, some way.
It
has been so long I don't even remember. I did this by way of doing genealogy
research. I do not work with or for a library.
If my being on your list is a
problem, then please tell me how to get off the list. I only reply when I feel i
have some pertinent information.

Thank you,
Donna Johnson
Oklahoma city, OK
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew M.
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2007 8:47 AM
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] [MODERATOR] New signature policy

A recent exchange has prompted me to institute the following GENEALIB list policy,
effective immediately:
***
GENEALIB is a professional list. As such, all posters are reasonably expected to
sign their postings with their full names and their organizational affiliation (if
any).
If a poster feels that an exception should be made for a particular posting, the
poster should communicate with the moderator for approval *prior* to posting.
***
You all may now resume your usual, professional discussion.
Regards,
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
Information Literacy Librarian
Reference and Instruction, Tampa Library
University of South Florida
amsmith@lib.usf.edu
813-974-3492 (work), 813-263-2028 (cell)

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071105/
f4ec7c39/attachment.html
From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Mon Nov 5 11:52:05 2007
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Mon Nov 5 11:30:48 2007
Subject: [Genealib] [MODERATOR] New signature policy *** NO RESPONSES,
PLEASE ***
References: <32477EBED407A8418B18D68505B2322F078CF087@ANTONIO.DOH.OK>
Message-ID: <006201c81fcc$32a6c9c0$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
[MODERATOR] New signature policyDonna, personally, and I'm sure I speak for
everyone else --- no problem your being on the list. It's an open one and a lot of
us are not professional librarians. Some of us volunteer at libraries, some of us
are professional genealogists (me in both instances) and just try to learn all we

can. - and because I take advantage of the list I try to help when I can (in the
past I think people on the list have benefited).
I don't know how new you are to the list but a few months ago I compiled and
sent to all who requested it a list of 'Gretna Greens.' It is still available if
you (or anyone else) have an interest in the subject and wants to contact me off
list at
treviawbeverly@comcast.net
The question was not meant to bring into play any kind of back & forth --- so
folks, let this be the last said, please. However, someone did take issue with me
and I replied personally.
Stephen, if I need to make an apology to you, I do so now! My reason for asking
still stands and I have checked several of our members who are church archivists as
well as several special collection librarians --- no viable results. Sorry! But
at least I was willing to give it a try. Good luck with your project.
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Johnson, Donna
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2007 9:20 AM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] [MODERATOR] New signature policy
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
My name is Donna Johnson. I have subscribed to your
has been so long I don't even remember. I did this by
research. I do not work with or for a library.
If my
problem, then please tell me how to get off the list.
have some pertinent information.

list somehow, some way.
It
way of doing genealogy
being on your list is a
I only reply when I feel i

Thank you,
Donna Johnson
Oklahoma city, OK
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew M.
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2007 8:47 AM
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] [MODERATOR] New signature policy
A recent exchange has prompted me to institute the following GENEALIB list
policy, effective immediately:
***
GENEALIB is a professional list. As such, all posters are reasonably expected
to sign their postings with their full names and their organizational affiliation
(if any).
If a poster feels that an exception should be made for a particular posting,
the poster should communicate with the moderator for approval *prior* to posting.
***

You all may now resume your usual, professional discussion.
Regards,
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
Information Literacy Librarian
Reference and Instruction, Tampa Library
University of South Florida
amsmith@lib.usf.edu
813-974-3492 (work), 813-263-2028 (cell)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071105/4c67be84/
attachment.html
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Mon Nov 5 13:45:09 2007
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Mon Nov 5 13:45:12 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Trade List plus Closing and Job information
In-Reply-To:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF74092FCB5E@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Message-ID: <ABEB22CCB70E4A4CB7424A72FA667C279B7A04@sudley1.pwc.ad>
Suzanne - Sorry we didn't get back to you last week. I've been playing
catch-up the past several days. There are a few items on your current
list of interest to us, if they are still available.
Colonial Settlers and English Adventurers
Medicine in Virginia, 1607-1699.
Virginia 1705-1786: Democracy or Aristocracy?
Thanks.

Hope everything is going smoothly on your move to new quarters.

Don
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian,
Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC),
Prince William Public Library System,
Bull Run Regional Library,
8051 Ashton Avenue,
Manassas, VA 20109-2892.
703-792-4540.

www.pwcgov.org/library/relic

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Levy,
Suzanne S.
Sent: Saturday, November 03, 2007 1:06 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Trade List plus Closing and Job information
The Virginia Room at the Fairfax County PUblic Library is packing up to
move to an awesome new building, starting Nov. 19. The attached list has
some of the books I offered last summer and some new titles. We would
like to trade but if that doesn't happen we will send to a library,
genealogical or historical society for postage (and I don't want the
trade books sent until January!)
Please respond directly to me with your requests. I would like all
requests by November 8. Those who have items to trade will get the first
choice, but don't let that stop you from asking.
I should add that we are closing at 6 pm on Sunday, November 18 and the
grand opening of our new building is scheduled for January 26. We would
hope to have a soft opening a few days before that date. We won't have
much time to read or respond to emails and are referring our regular
customers to other libraries in DC and northern Virginia. There will be
a note on our ask a librarian address that we won't be responding.
And I will also add that I expect two full time positions in the
Virginia Room to be announced in the next month: one is for a Librarian
I which requires an ALA accredited MLS, and the other is for a Library
Information Asst.which will require a bachelors degree. We are still
working on the job descriptions and once they are approved they will be
listed on the county web site (www.fairfaxcounty.gov
<http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/> ) under Jobs. I plan to send the job
descriptions out on this list as well when they are approved (providing
I can get to a functioning computer).
Suzanne Levy
Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax City Regional Library
3915 Chain Bridge Rd.
Fairfax VA 22030
Tel 703-293-6383, Fax 703-385-1911
suzanne.levy@fairfaxcounty.gov
www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071105/4b07b48d/
attachment.html
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Mon Nov 5 16:28:08 2007
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Mon Nov 5 16:28:53 2007

Subject: [Genealib] Trade List plus Closing and Job information
In-Reply-To: <ABEB22CCB70E4A4CB7424A72FA667C279B7A04@sudley1.pwc.ad>
References:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF74092FCB5E@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
<ABEB22CCB70E4A4CB7424A72FA667C279B7A04@sudley1.pwc.ad>
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF74092FCB82@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
I pulled them for you. I'll
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Wilson,
Donald L
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2007 1:45 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Trade List plus Closing and Job information
Suzanne - Sorry we didn't get back to you last week. I've been playing
catch-up the past several days. There are a few items on your current
list of interest to us, if they are still available.
Colonial Settlers and English Adventurers
Medicine in Virginia, 1607-1699.
Virginia 1705-1786: Democracy or Aristocracy?
Thanks.

Hope everything is going smoothly on your move to new quarters.

Don
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian,
Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC),
Prince William Public Library System,
Bull Run Regional Library,
8051 Ashton Avenue,
Manassas, VA 20109-2892.
703-792-4540.
www.pwcgov.org/library/relic

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Levy,
Suzanne S.
Sent: Saturday, November 03, 2007 1:06 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Trade List plus Closing and Job information
The Virginia Room at the Fairfax County PUblic Library is packing up to
move to an awesome new building, starting Nov. 19. The attached list has
some of the books I offered last summer and some new titles. We would

like to trade but if that doesn't happen we will send to a library,
genealogical or historical society for postage (and I don't want the
trade books sent until January!)
Please respond directly to me with your requests. I would like all
requests by November 8. Those who have items to trade will get the first
choice, but don't let that stop you from asking.
I should add that we are closing at 6 pm on Sunday, November 18 and the
grand opening of our new building is scheduled for January 26. We would
hope to have a soft opening a few days before that date. We won't have
much time to read or respond to emails and are referring our regular
customers to other libraries in DC and northern Virginia. There will be
a note on our ask a librarian address that we won't be responding.
And I will also add that I expect two full time positions in the
Virginia Room to be announced in the next month: one is for a Librarian
I which requires an ALA accredited MLS, and the other is for a Library
Information Asst.which will require a bachelors degree. We are still
working on the job descriptions and once they are approved they will be
listed on the county web site (www.fairfaxcounty.gov
<http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/> ) under Jobs. I plan to send the job
descriptions out on this list as well when they are approved (providing
I can get to a functioning computer).
Suzanne Levy
Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax City Regional Library
3915 Chain Bridge Rd.
Fairfax VA 22030
Tel 703-293-6383, Fax 703-385-1911
suzanne.levy@fairfaxcounty.gov
www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071105/270eeb55/
attachment.html
From BeanyCecil at aol.com Tue Nov 6 00:26:45 2007
From: BeanyCecil at aol.com (BeanyCecil@aol.com)
Date: Tue Nov 6 00:26:54 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Family History Resource File CD-ROM Library
Message-ID: <cff.1bcd00f7.34615515@aol.com>

The following information is only "to the best of my knowledge" and may not
be completely accurate.
The vital records indexes for Mexico, Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Finland
are online. (You can find this information by going to familysearch.org,
clicking on the Search tab and choosing Vital Records Index in the list at the
left. Click on the down-arrow in the Country field and you will see the list of
those available.) The other vital records indexes (Australia, British Isles,
North America and Western Europe) are not available online. Currently they can
only be searched on the CDs.
The Family History Resource File Viewer is used to display data from

several

databases including several Vital Records Index collections, the Mormon
Immigration Index, the 1881 British Census and the 1880 US Census. The Vital
Records Indexes contain information from birth, christening, and marriage records
from selected localities. Some names found in the Vital Records Index may
also be found in the International Genealogical Index (IGI). The Vital Records
Indexes are not a complete collection of births, christenings, and marriages.
Not all localities are represented and coverage for any given area may not be
complete. I believe that the most recent Family History Resource File
Viewer is version 4.0, and it comes with the purchase of a Vital Records Index
CD. The viewer itself does not contain any data or resource file information,
and it is not required that a person use the viewer created by the Family and
Church History Department. However, some type of viewer is required to see
the data in resource files. After you have installed the viewer onto your
computer, you can add a resource file into your viewer.
The system requirements for the Resource File Viewer?
Pentium processor (or higher) Windows? 95, 98, ME, NT, 2000, or XP 8MB RAM
minimum (16 MB recommended) CD-ROM drive (4X minimum) VGA monitor with
256-color-capable video card 35 MB hard-drive space
Network installation instructions are included in the
file on the FHRF Viewer CD.

\support\network.txt

For more information, go to
_http://productsupport.familysearch.org/supportroot/eng/frameset_products.asp_
(http://productsupport.familysearch.org/supportroot/eng/frameset_products.asp) .
You may want to e-mail or call Family
History Support for more information. Go to www.FamilySearch.org, then click on
either Product Support or Order/Download Products (tabs near the top of the
page) or Contact Us (at the bottom of the page).
Deborah Bruno
Poway FHC

************************************** See what's new at http://www.aol.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071106/
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Tue Nov 6 12:43:16 2007
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Tue Nov 6 12:43:19 2007
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (November 2007)
Message-ID: <ABEB22CCB70E4A4CB7424A72FA667C279B7A0D@sudley1.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
November 2007

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC),
Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton
Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email: relic2@pwcgov.org
<mailto:relic2@pwcgov.org> .

To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/new_acquisitions.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/new_acquisitions.htm>
Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families?
guidance with your genealogical research?
You may contact RELIC staff for help and advice at Ask RELIC
<http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001840001757>
703-792-4540.

Need

or by calling us at

RELIC PROGRAMS

Here are our latest offerings. Funding for RELIC programs is provided by the
Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. Sign language interpretation is
available for Prince William Public Library programs if requested at least three
weeks in advance. To be notified of upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC,
visit http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm> and click on
Subscribe to What's New in RELIC. All programs will take place at the community
room at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA.

November 8 and 27 - Missed by the Census Taker?
December 13 - Not Found on a Passenger List?

(See below for details.)

Thursday, November 8, 11:00 a.m.

MISSED BY THE CENSUS TAKER?
Presented by the Staff of RELIC

Census records provide important, detailed information about
individuals and families and are one of the most important resources available to
researchers. Original census images are now readily available in digital form, but
locating an individual of interest in the index is not always easy or
straightforward. RELIC Staff will offer tips to find that ancestor whose name is
missing from the census indexes.
To register for this free event, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2@pwcgov.org.

Tuesday, November 27, 7:00 p.m.
MISSED BY THE CENSUS TAKER?
(See above.

This is a repeat of the November 8th program.)

Thursday, December 13, 11:00 a.m.
NOT FOUND ON A PASSENGER LIST?
Presented by the Staff of RELIC
The handwriting on passenger lists is often difficult to read. That presents
problems for the indexers and challenges for researchers. RELIC staff will
demonstrate some strategies for finding your ancestor in the Ancestry Library
Edition? Ellis Island and other immigration databases, and suggest alternative
sources for learning about your immigrant ancestor's arrival.
To register for this free event, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2@pwcgov.org.
.
#
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From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Tue Nov 6 16:06:12 2007
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Tue Nov 6 16:03:35 2007
Subject: [Genealib] West Virginia Archives and History
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC06690232269A@mail.wvculture.local>
We have been receiving quite a few phone calls and e-mail, as has our
sister agency, the West Virginia Library Commission, regarding the
status of the position of Director of Archives and History. The person
who holds this position is also State Archivist and State Historian, and
administrator for the West Virginia State Archives, Archives and History
Library, Records Management and Preservation, and the Veterans Memorial
database.
As of November 1, 2007, Fredrick H. Armstrong is no longer Director. As
of November 6, Joe Geiger, Assistant Director of Archives and History,

has been named Acting Director.
The press release announcing Mr.
Geiger's appointment is posted on the West Virginia Division of Culture
and History Web site at
http://www.wvculture.org/news.aspx?Agency=Division&Id=731. No official
announcement was made regarding Mr. Armstrong's dismissal. For more
information, contact Jacqueline Proctor, Deputy Commissioner, (304)
558-0220.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071106/
d0537c2d/attachment.html
From jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org Tue Nov 6 16:42:18 2007
From: jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Tue Nov 6 16:42:29 2007
Subject: [Genealib] West Virginia Archives and History
In-Reply-To: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC06690232269A@mail.wvculture.local>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC06690232269A@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <47307D49.8905.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
Susan
Have been thinking of you and the gang at
news on Friday. Hope Randy Smith [he was
the Govs. wife enjoy their new Cafe! One
Archives Management and Library School is

Culture and History since I heard the
two years behind me at Barboursville] and
of the first lessons they teach you in
that paper and food do not mix.

I remember the sign in James E. Morrow Library at Marshall University from my
undergraduates days. No Food in Library. Food Results in Vermin Infestation!
Hope Fred sues their pants off!

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
>>> "Susan Scouras" <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org> 11/6/2007 2:06 PM >>>
We have been receiving quite a few phone calls and e-mail, as has our
sister agency, the West Virginia Library Commission, regarding the
status of the position of Director of Archives and History. The person
who holds this position is also State Archivist and State Historian, and
administrator for the West Virginia State Archives, Archives and History
Library, Records Management and Preservation, and the Veterans Memorial
database.
As of November 1, 2007, Fredrick H. Armstrong is no longer Director. As
of November 6, Joe Geiger, Assistant Director of Archives and History,

has been named Acting Director.
The press release announcing Mr.
Geiger's appointment is posted on the West Virginia Division of Culture
and History Web site at
http://www.wvculture.org/news.aspx?Agency=Division&Id=731. No official
announcement was made regarding Mr. Armstrong's dismissal. For more
information, contact Jacqueline Proctor, Deputy Commissioner, (304)
558-0220.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Tue Nov 6 16:56:43 2007
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Tue Nov 6 17:01:29 2007
Subject: [Genealib] anyone in Iowa?
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC06690232269A@mail.wvculture.local>
<47307D49.8905.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <013b01c820bf$ed900460$1f52000a@lenawee.local>
If there is any librarian on the list from Iowa, would you please respond to
me directly? I am trying to help someone there and need to ask you a
question.
Thank you!
Phyllis Rickard
AV / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
From reminder at comcast.net Tue Nov 6 17:46:37 2007
From: reminder at comcast.net (Ceya)
Date: Tue Nov 6 17:46:03 2007
Subject: [Genealib] How many libraries save these?
References: <20071106170017.75406D004C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <001f01c820c6$e411bbc0$6401000a@minder>
I have a huge collection of southeast Alabama area telephone books for
scattered years.
How many libraries save these? Ours doesn't really get into this too much;
but, I feel they are valuable genealogical tools and would like to give them
to a library or libraries that would preserve them.
Anyone getting all or
some of these will have to let me figure postage and handling and then let
them know.
Really don't want to just toss these.
Don't have these indexed yet so I know how many I have and what years. My
Mom has just died and I am still handling things related to that; but, if

you think you might be interested in having some of these, just email me
your interest and I'll get back to you later.
Ceya Minder, Librarian
SEAGHS
Dothan, Alabama
From dlunow at aol.com Tue Nov 6 17:58:59 2007
From: dlunow at aol.com (dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Tue Nov 6 17:59:17 2007
Subject: [Genealib] How many libraries save these?
In-Reply-To: <001f01c820c6$e411bbc0$6401000a@minder>
References: <20071106170017.75406D004C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<001f01c820c6$e411bbc0$6401000a@minder>
Message-ID: <8C9EEDFC09C72EE-1F0C-E4A@WEBMAIL-MB14.sysops.aol.com>
Please give?your email address so?this can be done?directly (off List).
?
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas
-----Original Message----From: Ceya <reminder@comcast.net>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tue, 6 Nov 2007 4:46 pm
Subject: [Genealib] How many libraries save these?
I have a huge collection of southeast Alabama area telephone books for scattered
years.?
?
How many libraries save these? Ours doesn't really get into this too much; but, I
feel they are valuable genealogical tools and would like to give them to a library
or libraries that would preserve them. Anyone getting all or some of these will
have to let me figure postage and handling and then let them know.?
?
Really don't want to just toss these.?
?
Don't have these indexed yet so I know how many I have and what years. My Mom has
just died and I am still handling things related to that; but, if you think you
might be interested in having some of these, just email me your interest and I'll
get back to you later.?
?
Ceya Minder, Librarian?
SEAGHS?
Dothan, Alabama ?
_______________________________________________?
genealib mailing list?
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu?
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib?
________________________________________________________________________
Email and AIM finally together. You've gotta check out free AOL Mail! http://mail.aol.com
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071106/8056de0a/
attachment.html
From jkofoot at netamumail.com Tue Nov 6 18:48:04 2007
From: jkofoot at netamumail.com (Jet Kofoot)
Date: Tue Nov 6 18:47:36 2007
Subject: [Genealib] anyone in Iowa?
In-Reply-To: <013b01c820bf$ed900460$1f52000a@lenawee.local>
References:
<3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC06690232269A@mail.wvculture.local><47307D49.8905.0049.
0@denverlibrary.org>
<013b01c820bf$ed900460$1f52000a@lenawee.local>
Message-ID: <008401c820cf$7a0e5d60$0f00000a@algonapubliclibrary.com>
Phyllis,
I didn't have a chance to check my email earlier today. I imagine someone
has already responded to you but if you still need help let me know. I'd be
happy to help if I can.
Jet
Mrs. Jet Kofoot, Director
Algona Public Library
210 N Phillips
Algona, IA. 50511
(515) 295-5476
jkofoot@netamumail.com
Information is the currency of democracy.
- Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826)
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Phyllis Rickard
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2007 3:57 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] anyone in Iowa?
If there is any librarian on the list from Iowa, would you please respond to
me directly? I am trying to help someone there and need to ask you a
question.
Thank you!
Phyllis Rickard
AV / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From Camilla_Berger at ci.pomona.ca.us Tue Nov 6 18:55:11 2007
From: Camilla_Berger at ci.pomona.ca.us (Berger, Camilla)
Date: Wed Nov 7 04:23:04 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Pennsylvania Births
Message-ID: <9CC0851A718D1C4AAE3736D610C3D5E203C13F50@mailsrvr>
11/06/07
I have two duplicate titles by John T. Humphrey in the Pennsylvania Births
series:
Lancaster County 1723-1777 and Berks County, 1710-1780. They are
in very good condition. I am interested in trading for any of these books I
am missing from that series which are:
Bucks County, 1682-1800, Carbon, Monroe, Schuylkill, 1741-1825, Dauphin
County, 1757-1825, Delaware county, 1682-1800, Lehigh, 1734-1800,
Montgomery, 1682-1800, Northampton, 1733-1800, Philadelphia co., 1644-1765
or York county, 1730-1800.
Please contact me off list at Camilla_Berger@ci.pomona.ca.us
<mailto:Camilla_Berger@ci.pomona.ca.us>
Camilla Berger
Adult Services Librarian
Pomona Public Library
625 South Garey Avenue
P.O. Box 2271
Pomona, CA 91769-2271
(909) 620-2473

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071106/346c263c/
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From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Wed Nov 7 14:25:15 2007
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Wed Nov 7 14:25:19 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Miscellaneous Periodicals Available
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B014FA408@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Weeded Gen periodicals.doc
Type: application/msword
Size: 31744 bytes
Desc: Weeded Gen periodicals.doc
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071107/
c73355bb/WeededGenperiodicals.doc
From hhgeo at rcls.org Wed Nov 7 14:34:51 2007

From: hhgeo at rcls.org (Heather Henricksen-Georghiou - NFL)
Date: Wed Nov 7 14:35:11 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Offer: From Generation to Generation
Message-ID: <f61f373c66a64de0bd9c2e223183014f@ansernet.rcls.org>
Folks:
The Newburgh Free Library has the first edition of Arthur Kurzweil's From
Generation to Genration: How to Trace Your Jewish Genealogy and Personal History
(1980) to offer to any library that would like it for the cost of postage. Please
contact me off list.
Heather H. Georghiou
hhgeo@rcls.org
845-563-3617
124 Grand St.
Newburgh, NY 12550
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Wed Nov 7 19:52:40 2007
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Wed Nov 7 19:52:36 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Can't find the thread
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B014FA691@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Wasn't there a recent discussion on the latest trends in genealogy? I
can't seem to find the thread.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,

please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071107/
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From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Wed Nov 7 20:05:20 2007
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Wed Nov 7 20:05:22 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Trends - Never mind - I found it
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B014FA692@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Sorry for the trouble. I finally found the thread on trends.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071107/
cdad2c2f/attachment.html
From jjohnson at plcmc.org Wed Nov 7 20:40:59 2007
From: jjohnson at plcmc.org (Johnson, Jane)
Date: Wed Nov 7 20:37:26 2007
Subject: [Genealib] "Smile" films from WWI era showing hometowns and locals
Message-ID: <70EB624EE2CE5B4AB398E54B369044E2C08ABC@reliant.plcmc2k.net>
I am looking for motion pictures of various hometowns taken in the WW I
era by a man named Kirshner, possibly from Chicago. He apparently would
travel to various locations and make films of parades or just locals, to
be shown to the soldiers overseas. I'm not sure if the titles of these
movies are actually "Smile." If anybody has one or knows what happened
to these films, please let me know. I am specifically looking for one
about Charlotte, taken in November 1918, but would be happy to hear if
others survived.

Thanks,

Jane Johnson
Librarian / Carolina Room
Public Library of Charlotte & Mecklenburg County
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071107/09016b82/
attachment.html
From hhgeo at rcls.org Thu Nov 8 09:26:48 2007
From: hhgeo at rcls.org (Heather Henricksen-Georghiou - NFL)
Date: Thu Nov 8 09:27:05 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Taken: From Generation to Generation
Message-ID: <1dcbe2d85f074f2589aca3d42b7ba517@ansernet.rcls.org>
The Generation to Generation book has been taken.
---------------------------------------From: "Heather Henricksen-Georghiou - NFL" <hhgeo@rcls.org>
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2007 2:35 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Offer: From Generation to Generation
Folks:
The Newburgh Free Library has the first edition of Arthur Kurzweil's From
Generation to Genration: How to Trace Your Jewish Genealogy and Personal History
(1980) to offer to any library that would like it for the cost of postage. Please
contact me off list.
Heather H. Georghiou
hhgeo@rcls.org
845-563-3617
124 Grand St.
Newburgh, NY 12550
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071108/7a29a715/
attachment.html
From dbutta at glenviewpl.org Thu Nov 8 11:49:27 2007
From: dbutta at glenviewpl.org (Deena Butta)
Date: Thu Nov 8 11:49:28 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Family name books
Message-ID: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A3A152B@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
Hello all,
I just became aware of this series of books at amazon.com
http://www.amazon.com/b/ref=pe_18530_7357460_fe_exp_1/?node=376247011
Has anyone had a chance to examine one of these?

Do they contain

anything useful?
`
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian
Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
(847) 729 7500 x152
www.glenviewpl.org
From Donna at health.ok.gov Thu Nov 8 11:54:00 2007
From: Donna at health.ok.gov (Johnson, Donna)
Date: Thu Nov 8 11:54:05 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Family name books
In-Reply-To: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A3A152B@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
Message-ID: <32477EBED407A8418B18D68505B2322F078CF0A9@ANTONIO.DOH.OK>
Reply to Deena Butta: this is donna Johnson in Oklahoma, I am just a concerned
genealogist (novice). I ordered one of these books, pretty costly, there is a
little information in there, and I did get a couple of informative hits for my
family. However, I don't believe that I would have ordered the book if I could
have seen it before ordering. they are expensive, $33 plus for the book.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Deena Butta
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2007 10:49 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Family name books
Hello all,
I just became aware of this series of books at amazon.com
http://www.amazon.com/b/ref=pe_18530_7357460_fe_exp_1/?node=376247011
Has anyone had a chance to examine one of these?
anything useful?

Do they contain

`
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian
Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
(847) 729 7500 x152
www.glenviewpl.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From historian at mail2world.com Thu Nov 8 11:58:42 2007
From: historian at mail2world.com (Christine SweetHart CG)
Date: Thu Nov 8 11:58:46 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Family name books
Message-ID: <007001c82228$9e37ea80$016a010a@mail2world.com>

In my opinion, these books are not very useful -- they scan their
databases and compile information about a particular surname and then
try to pass it off as though there was some actual research done. There
was some advertising going around to ancestry.com subscribers awhile
back where they claimed to have a book on your family name that they
were trying to sell you for about $55 if memory serves. It seemed like
a scam to me and I asked other genealogists in the field, and they
agreed. The alleged family that I was related to was not even close to
any line of mine. Buyer beware.
Christine Sweet-Hart, Certified Genealogist (sm)
<-----Original Message----->
From: Deena Butta [dbutta@glenviewpl.org]
Sent: 11/8/2007 11:49:59 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Family name books
Hello all,
I just became aware of this series of books at amazon.com
http://www.amazon.com/b/ref=pe_18530_7357460_fe_exp_1/?node=376247011
Has anyone had a chance to examine one of these? Do they contain
anything useful?
`
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian
Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
(847) 729 7500 x152
www.glenviewpl.org <http://www.glenviewpl.org/>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
.

Are you a homeowner in debt? Need cash now? Click here to refinance your
mortgage.
<http://tagline.bidsystem.com/fc/Ioyw36XIgF6wn60GJVeJB5RV5pl98vR7EaNGVxq
TvL2R7DcxQG7mgC/>

<span id=m2wTl><p><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2" style="fontsize:13.5px">_______________________________________________________________<BR>Get
the Free email that has everyone talking at <a href=http://www.mail2world.com
target=new>http://www.mail2world.com</a><br> <font color=#999999>Unlimited Email
Storage &#150; POP3 &#150; Calendar &#150; SMS &#150; Translator &#150; Much More!
</font></font></span>
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071108/4c0560fe/
attachment.html
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Thu Nov 8 12:05:12 2007
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu Nov 8 12:09:35 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Family name books
Message-ID: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA80E3CE1@mail.irclibrary.org>
Sounds like the ole "Beatrice Bayley" books to me! They contained lists
from the telephone book. I cannot believe there are 277,000+ of them!
Pam
Are you receiving our newsletter?
If not, visit http://groups.google.com/group/ircgen
If you would like an invitation to join, please contact me.
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org
Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Deena Butta
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2007 11:49 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Family name books
Hello all,
I just became aware of this series of books at amazon.com
http://www.amazon.com/b/ref=pe_18530_7357460_fe_exp_1/?node=376247011
Has anyone had a chance to examine one of these?
anything useful?
`
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian
Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
(847) 729 7500 x152
www.glenviewpl.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

Do they contain

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From simpsonj at newberry.org Thu Nov 8 12:14:33 2007
From: simpsonj at newberry.org (Jack Simpson)
Date: Thu Nov 8 12:14:49 2007
Subject: [Genealib] ChicagoAncestors.org
Message-ID: <473343F9.9090801@newberry.org>
Hello, GenealibrariansI just wanted to spread the word about our new Chicago genealogy
website, ChicagoAncestors.org:
http://chicagoancestors.org/
It's an interactive map of Chicago where we've plotted information of
interest to genealogists and local historians. We first launched it in
August at the FGS conference, but we've just added some new interactive
features this week. Users can now add their own map points and add
comments to others.
The software that we created for the map is open-source, so if other
organizations are interested in creating a similar project for another
locality, there is no licensing fee.Let me know if you have comments or
questions.
ThanksJack Simpson
-Jack Simpson
Curator of Local and Family History
The Newberry Library
(312) 255-3671
simpsonj@newberry.org
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Thu Nov 8 12:26:57 2007
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Thu Nov 8 12:27:11 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Family name books
Message-ID: <007f01c8222c$9078f250$6401a8c0@DELL>
The blog "Genealogy Insider" has a description of the "Our Name in History" series
at
http://www.familytreemagazine.com/insider/
Ancestrycom+And+Amazoncom+Peddle+Surname+Books+.aspx .
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
Editor, "Dorot: The Journal of the Jewish Genealogical Society"
-----------------------------Message: 7
Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2007 10:49:27 -0600
From: "Deena Butta" <dbutta@glenviewpl.org>
Subject: [Genealib] Family name books
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A3A152B@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Hello all,

I just became aware of this series of books at amazon.com
http://www.amazon.com/b/ref=pe_18530_7357460_fe_exp_1/?node=376247011
Has anyone had a chance to examine one of these?
anything useful?

Do they contain

`
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian
Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
(847) 729 7500 x152
www.glenviewpl.org
From daysa at oplin.org Thu Nov 8 13:07:04 2007
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Thu Nov 8 13:13:06 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Family name books
References: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA80E3CE1@mail.irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <004201c82232$2afaae40$6401a8c0@Ohio>
Pam
Beatrice Bayley came to my mind as well. Guess this is the way of the 21st
Century scam artists!
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: "Pam Cooper" <pcooper@irclibrary.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2007 12:05 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Family name books
Sounds like the ole "Beatrice Bayley" books to me! They contained lists
from the telephone book. I cannot believe there are 277,000+ of them!
Pam
Are you receiving our newsletter?
If not, visit http://groups.google.com/group/ircgen
If you would like an invitation to join, please contact me.
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org
Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Deena Butta
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2007 11:49 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Family name books
Hello all,
I just became aware of this series of books at amazon.com
http://www.amazon.com/b/ref=pe_18530_7357460_fe_exp_1/?node=376247011
Has anyone had a chance to examine one of these?
anything useful?

Do they contain

`
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian
Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
(847) 729 7500 x152
www.glenviewpl.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Fri Nov 9 12:33:10 2007
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Fri Nov 9 12:33:27 2007
Subject: [Genealib] family name books
In-Reply-To: <20071109170013.E2118D00CD@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20071109170013.E2118D00CD@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <069d01c822f6$99096c90$3102060a@rpl.org>
See this link (Dick Eastman column) from 2001:
http://www.ancestry.com/learn/library/article.aspx?article=3538
I thought that this bunch of baloney was over, but apparently not. You get
what you pay for <retreating behind verbiage because this list is archived>
Ask me in person what I think.
Beware.
From Sseniawski at aol.com Fri Nov 9 23:08:11 2007
From: Sseniawski at aol.com (Sseniawski@aol.com)
Date: Fri Nov 9 23:08:19 2007
Subject: [Genealib] List of duplicate books for sale or trade

Message-ID: <cf1.2036c64a.346688ab@aol.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: CGHS Duplicate Books.doc
Type: application/octet-stream
Size: 57856 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071109/202437bc/
CGHSDuplicateBooks.obj
From dlunow at aol.com Sat Nov 10 19:25:20 2007
From: dlunow at aol.com (dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Sat Nov 10 19:25:27 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Book for postage
Message-ID: <8C9F2107A6E41AC-3F0-34CD@FWM-D17.sysops.aol.com>
We have a couple of books for postage:
?
Life History of A Texas Birdwatcher : Connie Hagar / Karen Harden McCracken Forward
by Roger Tory Peterson. -- College Station, Texas : Texas A & M University Press,
1986.??? 296 p.
Wimberley, Texas phone book.
Please do this OFF list.? dlunow@aol.com
Thank you,
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676-5674
dlunow@aol.com
________________________________________________________________________
Email and AIM finally together. You've gotta check out free AOL Mail! http://mail.aol.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071110/
ec9e3bf6/attachment.html
From mkmannix at gmail.com Sun Nov 11 20:42:20 2007
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Sun Nov 11 20:42:24 2007
Subject: [Genealib] ALA RUSA History Section Free Genealogy Workshop -before MidWinter in Philly (January 10, 2008)
In-Reply-To: <b63c86520710201321g3a3d3bc2pc04122d46b9594fc@mail.gmail.com>
References: <b63c86520710201321g3a3d3bc2pc04122d46b9594fc@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <b63c86520711111742h7090957fk9722075d6f4b07f7@mail.gmail.com>
Librarians Serving Genealogists-The Strategies and the Tools
A free all day workshop, sponsored by the RUSA History Section of the

ALA and PALINET, is scheduled for librarians to introduce them to
strategies and resources in assisting genealogical patrons. One of the
world's most popular of hobbies, family history research continues to
be a growing market segment of public and academic libraries.
Presented by professional genealogical librarians, this informal
seminar will discuss the unique needs and expectations of family
historians and the bewildering ongoing explosion of genealogical
resources on the Internet. The balance of the day will be spent in
learning about and experimenting with a variety of free and
pay-per-view or subscription web sites.
This special workshop will be on Thursday, January 10, 2008 at
PALINET, 3000 Market St.,
Philadelphia, PA, 19104, beginning at 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Pre-registration early as there is a very limited amount of space for
24 participants. Attendees will be sharing a computer workstation with
a fellow colleague, and are encouraged to bring their own family data
or research challenges from their patrons to use in working with the
databases that will be highlighted. Lunch is not provided, but is on
your own in downtown Philadelphia.
Instructors include: Mary K. Mannix, Maryland Room Manager, C. Burr
Artz Public Library, Frederick County (MD) Public Libraries; Jack W.
Simpson, Curator of Local and
Family History, The Newberry Library, Chicago, IL; Curt B. Witcher,
Manager, Historical Genealogy Department, Allen County Public Library,
Fort Wayne, IN; Russell S. Lynch, Manager, US Canada Reference, and
Stephen C. Young, Manager, Family History Consultant Services, LDS
Family History Library, Salt Lake City, UT.
To register please go to
http://www.genealogycenter.info/ALAGenealogyProgram/. Please note if
you are a PALINET member by placing PALINET after your Library's name.
If you have any questions please contact mkmannix@gmail.com.
From lmorales at alexandria.lib.va.us Tue Nov 13 09:41:00 2007
From: lmorales at alexandria.lib.va.us (Leslie Morales)
Date: Tue Nov 13 09:37:21 2007
Subject: [Genealib] More Finding Aids Added
Message-ID: <4739B77C.6040908@alexandria.lib.va.us>
Alexandria Library, Local History/Special Collections is the first
public library to participate in VIRGINIA HERITAGE, a consolidated
database of guides, or finding aids, to manuscript and archival
collections in selected Virginia repositiories. The full-text of the
finding aids is searchable by keyword and by individual institution.
VIRGINIA HERITAGE is a cooperative project sponsored by VIVA, the
Virtual Library of Virginia. The database, which is hosted by the
University of Virginia Library, contains over 7,500 guides contributed
by 27 libraries in 23 Virginia repositories.
A Guide to the Helen Norris Cummings Papers, 1865-1949
http://vip.lib.virginia.edu:8080/cocoon/vivaead/published/apl/
vaallhs00004.xml.frame
A Guide to the Alexandria Virginia City Records, 175?-1983

http://vip.lib.virginia.edu:8080/cocoon/vivaead/published/apl/
vaallhs00005.xml.frame
If you have problems accessing these links,please go to the
Virginia Heritage main site:
1. http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaead/
2. You can search for the finding aids by limiting the
institution to Alexandria Library
3. Select the finding aid you would like to view
Other participating institutions in the project are the College of
William and Mary, Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, George Mason
University, Hollins University, James Madison University, Library of
Virginia, Old Dominion University, Radford University, Randolph-Macon
College, Roanoke College, Roanoke Public Library, Thomas Balch Library,
University of Richmond, University of Virginia, Virginia Commonwealth
University, Virginia Historical Society, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University, Virginia Military Institute, Virginia State
University, Virginia Union University, Washington and Lee University,
and Wytheville Community College.
Leslie Anderson Morales
Reference Librarian
Local History/Special Collections
Alexandria Library
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, VA 22314-2420
(703) 838-4577 x213
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/branches/lhsc.html

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071113/
af5976a9/attachment.html
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Tue Nov 13 12:40:09 2007
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Tue Nov 13 12:40:54 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Librarian I position in Fairfax County (VA) Library's
Virginia Room
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF74092FCC0D@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>

A Librarian I position in The Virginia Room at the Fairfax County Public
Library is now listed at www.fairfaxcounty.gov Or
https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/jobs/listing/listing.asp
The closing period for applications is November 30 and you need to apply
through the county web site.
Please feel free to share this with others who might be interested. The

Virginia Room is closiing next Sunday for the move into our brand new
library where we will have 14,000 square feet of space, including a
climate controlled rare book/manuscript/photo room. The new library is
to open on January 26. See more at:
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/fx/
Suzanne Levy
Fairfax County Application Center, 12000 Government Center Pkwy., #270,
Fairfax, VA 22035
VIRGINIANA SPECIALIST
(Librarian I)
Fairfax City Regional Library,
Fairfax County Public Library
Job # 07-3034
$41,037 to $54,716

(Grade S20)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------Description: Assists customers of all ages in locating materials and
information. Utilizes print and electronic resources. Instructs library
users on the online public access catalogs and alerts them to a wide
array of library and specialized resources. May serve as a branch and/or
system resource in local history and genealogy. Advises readers on
research methods and strategies. Works cooperatively with others on
displays, programs, system task forces etc. as needed. May supervise
subordinate staff or have responsibility for a special service role as
defined by the Library's Strategic Plan. Recommends materials to be
added to the collection. Weeds the collection as required. Work schedule
includes regular evening and weekend hours.
Minimum
Qualifications: Graduation from college with a master's degree from an
ALA-accredited library school, or completion of course work towards a
master's degree from an ALA-accredited library school.
Special
Requirements: Virginia certification or Virginia provisional
certification is required within three months of hire date.
Preferred
Qualifications: Course work in history, genealogy or related fields.
Experience working in a public library, historical society, special
collection or archive. Experience troubleshooting electronic resources.
Familiarity with digitization of various material formats. Experience
presenting training programs for staff and public on genealogy databases
and research. Familiarity with preservation of materials including

books, maps, photographs and manuscripts and experience with archival
collections.
To Apply: Submit your resume on-line through the AIMS system.
If this is the first time you have applied for a position with the AIMS
system, follow the link and create an account. It takes just a few
minutes.
Once you have established your AIMS account you can use the Resume
Builder to create a resume in a step-by-step process, or simply paste in
an existing resume.
If you already have an AIMS account, Apply For This Job Now!

Closing Date: 11/30/2007
Date Posted: 11/10/2007
Benefits: Most positions advertised here are merit system positions
funded for full benefits such as health insurance, retirement, life
insurance and paid leave. Follow the link for details on Fairfax
County's comprehensive benefits program for merit system employees. If a
position is not funded for benefits that information will generally be
included in the job announcement.

From SKirby at environcorp.com Tue Nov 13 17:36:46 2007
From: SKirby at environcorp.com (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Tue Nov 13 17:36:31 2007
Subject: [Genealib] London Children's Hospital Puts Historic Records Online
Message-ID:
<EEF44102D894864EBB0DCDDC5148DBAA355182@ENVCHIEXCH3.environchicago.environ.local>
Thought you might find this resource interesting - whenever you have
folks doing research in London (UK).
Reproduced with permission of ResearchBuzz ( http://
www.researchbuzz.com ).
ResearchBuzz #412 -- November 8, 2007
http://www.researchbuzz.com/ .
newsletter@researchbuzz.com
** London Children's Hospital Puts Historic Records Online
<http://www.researchbuzz.org/wp/2007/11/03/london-childrens-hospital-put
s-historic-records-online/>
London's Great Ormond Street children's hospital has launched a Web site
containing more than 50 years' worth of patient records. The new site

covers over 84,000 child patients who were treated between 1852 and
1914. You can search it at http://www.smallandspecial.org/ .
From the front page you can search by first name, surname, and
approximate year of birth. (There is a far more extensive search
available at http://www.smallandspecial.org/search but you'll have to
register to use it.) I did a search for Dickens and got 18 results,
including Dickenson as well as Dickens.
The results are in a table that shows date of admission, sex, name,
diseases, and registration district. There are no hyperlinks on the
table but you can choose a name and click on it for more details.
Additional information includes admitting doctor, ward, and length of
stay. If you register on the site (registration is free) you'll get even
more information including case notes, residence of the patient, and
outcome of the disease. (Not all data is available for all records.)
This is a very interesting set of data for historical or genealogical
research. Definitely worth a look!
==========================================================
ResearchBuzz is copyright 2007 Tara Calishain. All rights reserved. For
information on reproducing items from this newsletter, please visit
http://www.researchbuzz.com/about.shtml .
Subscription instructions are available at:
http://www.researchbuzz.com/
____________________
Sarah A. V. Kirby, MLIS | Research Associate ENVIRON International
Corporation | www.environcorp.com 1300 Higgins Road, Suite 301| Park
Ridge, Illinois 60068
V: 847-685-9284| F: 267-295-7384 | skirby@environcorp.com
This message contains information that may be confidential, privileged or otherwise
protected by law from disclosure. It is intended for the exclusive use of the
Addressee(s). Unless you are the addressee or authorized agent of the addressee,
you may not review, copy, distribute or disclose to anyone the message or any
information contained within. If you have received this message in error, please
contact the sender by electronic reply to email@environcorp.com and immediately
delete all copies of the message.
From info at ancestralmanor.com Wed Nov 14 14:05:28 2007
From: info at ancestralmanor.com (Sharon)
Date: Wed Nov 14 14:07:39 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Massachusetts Genealogical Council mailing list
Message-ID: <473B46F8.2050706@ancestralmanor.com>
Hello
The Massachusetts Genealogical Council has created a rootsweb mailing list.
This email list is for Massachusetts Genealogical Council announcements
and discussions.
The Massachusetts Genealogical Council is an umbrella organization for
genealogical and historical societies and libraries, as well as

individuals who are interested in records access and legislation alerts,
and genealogy education resources.
Subscribing instructions
Individual message mode
To join MASSGENCOUNCIL-L, send mail to
MASSGENCOUNCIL-L-request@rootsweb.com with the single word subscribe in
the message subject and body.
Digest mode
To join MASSGENCOUNCIL-D, send mail to
MASSGENCOUNCIL-D-request@rootsweb.com with the single word subscribe in
the message subject and body.
The Massachusetts Genealogical Council was founded in 1980 and has
dedicated itself to serving the interests of the state?s genealogical
community.MGC?s stated purposes are to act as advocates in monitoring
legislative and administrative activities of governmental agencies which
affect genealogists; to sponsor and present legislation and programs
designed to expand the resources and accessibility of services; to
develop and promote the growth, education, and exchange of ideas among
persons and organizations interested in the pursuit of genealogy; and to
provide other activities to advance genealogy.
Sharon Sergeant
www.massgencouncil.org
From RRoberts at cslib.org Fri Nov 16 12:30:11 2007
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Fri Nov 16 12:30:24 2007
Subject: [Genealib] CT State Library closed Thanksgiving Day
Message-ID: <473D8D53.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
All State Library facilities will be closed on Thurs. Nov. 22 in observance of
Thanksgiving Day. Regular hours will resume Fri. Nov. 23. The Library is open on
Saturday, Nov. 24.
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From vctinney at sbcglobal.net Sat Nov 17 10:36:45 2007
From: vctinney at sbcglobal.net (Chris Tinney)
Date: Sat Nov 17 10:36:49 2007
Subject: [Genealib] THANKSGIVING: Living Family and Fun Portal with
Genealogy and Family History Ties
Message-ID: <257089.52219.qm@web56115.mail.re3.yahoo.com>
THANKSGIVING: Living Family and Fun Portal
with Genealogy and Family History Ties
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm
Strengthen family ties with fun times, shopping,
finances, home life, working, education, recreation

and social interactions. The genealogy and history of
products and services used in the various aspects
of daily family living are included throughout this site.
Eating and Food includes The FOOD Museum
and Food History-Science Tracer Bullet.
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm#Eating
Auto Resources & Vehicles includes
Automotive History and Driver's License.
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm#Auto
Consumer concerns includes Underwriters Laboratories Inc.,
trusted source across the globe for product compliance.
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm#Consumer
Marriage & Family Ties includes retirement and extended
family (links that bind), from the beginning (true love).
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm#Marriage
Pets and Animals includes AnimalSearch, the Macaulay
Library Catalog and World Animal Net; animal related
search sites and networks for families.
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm#Pets
And, in the United States, for Black Friday (shopping)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Friday_(shopping)
the day after Thanksgiving, use:
(1) Apparel & Department Stores (which includes
lists of Department stores from around the World)
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm#Apparel
(2) Shopping & Savings, which includes world wide
lists and histories of the art of Shopping, the
Shopping Mall, a List of leading Shopping streets
and districts by City, as well as a List of Superstores.
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm#Shopping
In the British Isles, around two thousand years ago,
"to buy a clothing outfit at auction, an average Roman
soldier would have paid 8 percent of his yearly income
(25 denarii). He would have had to fork out another 10
percent for a cloak to protect him from Britain's hostile climate."
http://www.abc.net.au/science/news/stories/s253805.htm
SEE ALSO: History Specialties: History of. . . .
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/historysocialstudies.htm#Specialties
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America,
Millennium Edition [54th] through 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
Family Genealogy & History Internet Education Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071117/
f14a38f7/attachment.html
From vctinney at sbcglobal.net Sat Nov 17 10:50:30 2007
From: vctinney at sbcglobal.net (Chris Tinney)
Date: Sat Nov 17 10:50:33 2007
Subject: [Genealib] THANKSGIVING: Living Family and Fun Portal with
Genealogy and Family History Ties
In-Reply-To: <257089.52219.qm@web56115.mail.re3.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <575306.95021.qm@web56113.mail.re3.yahoo.com>
. . . LINK CORRECTION:
And, in the United States, for Black Friday (shopping)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Friday_(shopping)
the day after Thanksgiving, use:
(1) Apparel & Department Stores (which includes
lists of Department stores from around the World)
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm#Apparel
(2) Shopping & Savings, which includes world wide
lists and histories of the art of Shopping, the
Shopping Mall, a List of leading Shopping streets
and districts by City, as well as a List of Superstores.
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm#Shopping
. . .
Chris Tinney <vctinney@sbcglobal.net> wrote:
THANKSGIVING: Living Family and Fun Portal
with Genealogy and Family History Ties
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm
Strengthen family ties with fun times, shopping,
finances, home life, working, education, recreation
and social interactions. The genealogy and history of
products and services used in the various aspects
of daily family living are included throughout this site.
Eating and Food includes The FOOD Museum
and Food History-Science Tracer Bullet.
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm#Eating
Auto Resources & Vehicles includes
Automotive History and Driver's License.
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm#Auto
Consumer concerns includes Underwriters Laboratories Inc.,
trusted source across the globe for product compliance.
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm#Consumer
Marriage & Family Ties includes retirement and extended
family (links that bind), from the beginning (true love).
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm#Marriage
Pets and Animals includes AnimalSearch, the Macaulay
Library Catalog and World Animal Net; animal related
search sites and networks for families.
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm#Pets
And, in the United States, for Black Friday (shopping)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Friday_(shopping)
the day after Thanksgiving, use:

(1) Apparel & Department Stores (which includes
lists of Department stores from around the World)
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm#Apparel
(2) Shopping & Savings, which includes world wide
lists and histories of the art of Shopping, the
Shopping Mall, a List of leading Shopping streets
and districts by City, as well as a List of Superstores.
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm#Shopping
In the British Isles, around two thousand years ago,
"to buy a clothing outfit at auction, an average Roman
soldier would have paid 8 percent of his yearly income
(25 denarii). He would have had to fork out another 10
percent for a cloak to protect him from Britain's hostile climate."
http://www.abc.net.au/science/news/stories/s253805.htm
SEE ALSO: History Specialties: History of. . . .
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/historysocialstudies.htm#Specialties
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America,
Millennium Edition [54th] through 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
Family Genealogy & History Internet Education Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071117/4d158503/
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From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Mon Nov 19 20:09:37 2007
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Mon Nov 19 20:10:00 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Teaching Heritage Quest
In-Reply-To: <20070209170015.2FC14D00C0@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20070209170015.2FC14D00C0@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <082001c82b12$054060d0$3102060a@rpl.org>
What sources do you use to teach a course on Heritage Quest? I have some
promo materials from them, but wonder how anyone else teaches it. I would
show census, some local (to us) digitized books, etc., PERSI, the Rev War
items, and the other choices off the top page. But what would anyone suggest
about going more into detail?
From colleenrobledo at gmail.com Mon Nov 19 20:16:01 2007
From: colleenrobledo at gmail.com (Colleen Robledo)
Date: Mon Nov 19 20:16:04 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Teaching Heritage Quest
In-Reply-To: <082001c82b12$054060d0$3102060a@rpl.org>
References: <20070209170015.2FC14D00C0@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

<082001c82b12$054060d0$3102060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <7bb974980711191716m522b999fm54c8b1120a7a35d8@mail.gmail.com>
Explain what can be found, or what features HQ offers, versus
Ancestry. That's usually the top questions I get whenever I've taught
it. Particularly differences in census indexing. Why Ancestry is
better for certain censuses, and why HQ is better.
Colleen Robledo
On Nov 19, 2007 5:09 PM, Larry Naukam <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us> wrote:
> What sources do you use to teach a course on Heritage Quest? I have some
> promo materials from them, but wonder how anyone else teaches it. I would
> show census, some local (to us) digitized books, etc., PERSI, the Rev War
> items, and the other choices off the top page. But what would anyone suggest
> about going more into detail?
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Tue Nov 20 09:49:31 2007
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Tue Nov 20 09:49:37 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Teaching Heritage Quest
Message-ID: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA80E3DF3@mail.irclibrary.org>
Show the difference between the census images and indexes. They get very
confused about this. Many will search HQ and think it is all indexed. I
also show how the indexes are sometimes better in HQ, especially the
1870 and 1880. I have a comparison chart if you need it. (This is from
ProQuest.)
Also show how they can sort the records. I love that
I show examples of cemetery records (or any other record) on PERSI that
can be found in newsletters and are not published any where else. I
bring the newsletter with me for demonstration.
An example of a bible record in the Revolutionary War records is Thomas
Hinman and Rhoda --- no relation to me.
While I am demonstrating, I use the notebook feature. I don't explain it
until the end when I show them how I print or email it to myself.
Pam
Are you receiving our newsletter?
If not, visit http://groups.google.com/group/ircgen
If you would like an invitation to join, please contact me.
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org

Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry
Naukam
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2007 8:10 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Teaching Heritage Quest
What sources do you use to teach a course on Heritage Quest? I have some
promo materials from them, but wonder how anyone else teaches it. I
would
show census, some local (to us) digitized books, etc., PERSI, the Rev
War
items, and the other choices off the top page. But what would anyone
suggest
about going more into detail?
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Tue Nov 20 13:11:27 2007
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Tue Nov 20 13:11:29 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Teaching Heritage Quest
In-Reply-To: <7bb974980711191716m522b999fm54c8b1120a7a35d8@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B0158A100@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
You can also get your ProQuest representative to give you one on one
training as if you didn't know how to use it. This could then give you
pointers of how to teach it to others.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Colleen
Robledo
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2007 7:16 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Teaching Heritage Quest
Explain what can be found, or what features HQ offers, versus Ancestry.
That's usually the top questions I get whenever I've taught it.
Particularly differences in census indexing. Why Ancestry is better for
certain censuses, and why HQ is better.
Colleen Robledo
On Nov 19, 2007 5:09 PM, Larry Naukam <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>

wrote:
> What sources do you use to teach a course on Heritage Quest? I have
> some promo materials from them, but wonder how anyone else teaches it.
> I would show census, some local (to us) digitized books, etc., PERSI,
> the Rev War items, and the other choices off the top page. But what
> would anyone suggest about going more into detail?
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From kstanley at flash.net Tue Nov 20 14:26:04 2007
From: kstanley at flash.net (Karen Stanley)
Date: Tue Nov 20 14:26:07 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Teaching Heritage Quest
In-Reply-To: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA80E3DF3@mail.irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <89972.62584.qm@web80210.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
In the Census section, I like to show how to use the Advanced search page to
demonstrate how you can search for somebody without entering a name as a way of
getting around misspellings and transcription errors. This is especially useful
for finding immigrant ancestors; for example, I might search in Galveston County,
Texas for a person born in France who is in his 30's.
In the Census Browse section, if time permits, I also like to demonstrate how you
can select a census year and state, then pull up the Dollarhide maps showing the
county boundaries for that census year. It's such a handy feature, and also helps
to educate beginners about boundary changes.
In the Books section, be sure to demonstrate the "View Citation" feature where
you can go to the page where your search term appears. Also show how to download
pages from books; it's a tricky process. If time permits, I also like to
demonstrate searches using the advanced Search Publications feature, which is
easily overlooked by beginners - putting a surname or county name in the Subject
field helps to locate specific titles more reliably than the general Search by
Location or Search by Name forms.
The time spent showing advanced features depends on the audience. Usually I have
taught people who have already spent some time playing with HQ, and so I like to
show them features that are less obvious.
Best regards,

Karen Stanley
Houston, TX
Pam Cooper <pcooper@irclibrary.org> wrote:
Show the difference between the census images and indexes. They get very
confused about this. Many will search HQ and think it is all indexed. I
also show how the indexes are sometimes better in HQ, especially the
1870 and 1880. I have a comparison chart if you need it. (This is from
ProQuest.)
Also show how they can sort the records. I love that
I show examples of cemetery records (or any other record) on PERSI that
can be found in newsletters and are not published any where else. I
bring the newsletter with me for demonstration.
An example of a bible record in the Revolutionary War records is Thomas
Hinman and Rhoda --- no relation to me.
While I am demonstrating, I use the notebook feature. I don't explain it
until the end when I show them how I print or email it to myself.
Pam
Are you receiving our newsletter?
If not, visit http://groups.google.com/group/ircgen
If you would like an invitation to join, please contact me.
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org
Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry
Naukam
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2007 8:10 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Teaching Heritage Quest
What sources do you use to teach a course on Heritage Quest? I have some
promo materials from them, but wonder how anyone else teaches it. I
would
show census, some local (to us) digitized books, etc., PERSI, the Rev
War
items, and the other choices off the top page. But what would anyone
suggest
about going more into detail?
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list

genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071120/15a0acd2/
attachment.html
From marshams at sloma.state.oh.us Wed Nov 21 14:29:52 2007
From: marshams at sloma.state.oh.us (Marsha McDevitt-Stredney)
Date: Wed Nov 21 14:27:24 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Public Access to Court Electronic Records at State
Library of Ohio
Message-ID: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E56696147098@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/gif
Size: 3621 bytes
Desc: image001.gif
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071121/963f9e16/
attachment.gif
From daysa at oplin.org Wed Nov 21 18:29:18 2007
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Wed Nov 21 18:35:40 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Ohio death certificates online FREE
Message-ID: <001501c82c96$564d4440$9b01a8c0@Ohio>
Hi Everyone
Christmas came early this year!
Ohio Death certificates 1908-1953
Go to:
1. www.familysearchlabs.org
2.
3.
4.
you

On the homepage click on RECORD SEARCH
Sign In (log on)
Register (click "save" and you won't have to re-type your information each time
access the website to do research)

It takes about 24 hours to get accepted and then you can access these Ohio Death
Certificates free at home. ENJOY!
This was made available thru LDS Church (Mormons).
Sandy Day
Local Historian/Genealogist
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071121/

ff10b832/attachment.html
From amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com Wed Nov 21 18:54:11 2007
From: amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com (Amy Johnson Crow)
Date: Wed Nov 21 18:53:04 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Ohio death certificates online FREE
In-Reply-To: <001501c82c96$564d4440$9b01a8c0@Ohio>
References: <001501c82c96$564d4440$9b01a8c0@Ohio>
Message-ID: <4744C523.7040007@amyjohnsoncrow.com>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071121/
cabd2db8/attachment.html
From daysa at oplin.org Wed Nov 21 19:13:19 2007
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Wed Nov 21 19:19:36 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Ohio death certificates online FREE
References: <001501c82c96$564d4440$9b01a8c0@Ohio>
<4744C523.7040007@amyjohnsoncrow.com>
Message-ID: <000d01c82c9c$7c5ba400$9b01a8c0@Ohio>
Amy
This is also great! Thanks for the tip.
Sandy
----- Original Message ----From: Amy Johnson Crow
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2007 6:54 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ohio death certificates online FREE
Wonderful!
There's even more good news for Ohio records coming online. FamilySearch Indexing
and the Ohio Genealogical Society have been working on indexing early Ohio tax
records. A portion of them should be available soon on familysearchlabs.org. If
you'd like more information about the project, visit either
familysearchindexing.org or www.ogs.org/about/taxproject.php
Amy Johnson Crow,
3rd Vice President, Ohio Genealogical Society,
Moderator, Ohio Tax Indexing Project
Sandy Day wrote:
Hi Everyone
Christmas came early this year!
Ohio Death certificates 1908-1953
Go to:
1. www.familysearchlabs.org
2. On the homepage click on RECORD SEARCH
3. Sign In (log on)
4. Register (click "save" and you won't have to re-type your information each
time you access the website to do research)
It takes about 24 hours to get accepted and then you can access these Ohio
Death Certificates free at home. ENJOY!

This was made available thru LDS Church (Mormons).
Sandy Day
Local Historian/Genealogist
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
---------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071121/30434d24/
attachment.html
From vctinney at sbcglobal.net Wed Nov 21 19:51:20 2007
From: vctinney at sbcglobal.net (Chris Tinney)
Date: Wed Nov 21 19:51:24 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Public Access to Court Electronic Records at State
Library of Ohio and Worldwide
In-Reply-To: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E56696147098@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Message-ID: <612217.75354.qm@web56108.mail.re3.yahoo.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/gif
Size: 3621 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071121/
fd6623ec/attachment.gif
From mkmannix at gmail.com Fri Nov 23 14:06:20 2007
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Fri Nov 23 14:06:25 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Catoctin History Journal (Western Maryland and the
Surrounding States)
Message-ID: <b63c86520711231106x2c45830cq5197dc223f7dd59a@mail.gmail.com>
Some of you may recall, several years back I was asking if there were
any libraries who might be interested in further information (maybe a
sample copy) of the journal _Catoctin History_. Well, I am back
again, at that time my input in the project sort of fell by the
wayside (in other words, I never got around to it). _Catocin History_
is published by the Catoctin Center for Regional Studies which is a
cooperative project of Frederick Community College and the National
Park Service. It is a beautiful local history journal, has even won
some prizes. It costs $10.00 for a year -- two issues. The area
covered includes "Western Maryland" and the adjoining areas. The
purpose of the journal, in their own words, is "to promote the
research and study of the history and culture of central Maryland and
the adjacent areas of neighboring states." If this is an area that
you collect on and if anyone is even potentially interested in
receiving more information please let me know and I will see that it
happens this time. It really is a very, very well done journal. If
you collect on Western or Central Maryland and the adjoining region
you will find it to be of interest. More information can also be
found online at

http://catoctincenter.frederick.edu/publications/magazine.htm.
Thanks!
Mary
*****
Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Past Chair, ALA\RUSA\History Section
From joe at genesearch.com Sat Nov 24 15:01:43 2007
From: joe at genesearch.com (joe)
Date: Sat Nov 24 15:00:56 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Online Death Certificates (Was: Re: Ohio death
certificates online FREE)
In-Reply-To: <20071122170014.41FA0D0210@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <1422FEF3-9AC8-11DC-BF55-0003936B8FFE@genesearch.com>
Hello All,
I've been keeping track of many of the online digitized death
certificate projects in this blog post:
Online Death Certificates
http://genrootsblog.blogspot.com/2007/10/online-death-certificates.html
The items listed there are for: Arizona (free), Georgia (free),
Illinois - Chicago and Cook County (forthcoming), Kentucky (fee-based),
Missouri (ongoing project; free), Ohio (forthcoming, but available in
the FamilySearch labs; free), Texas (ongoing project; fee-based), Utah
(free), and West Virginia (free).
Kind Regards,
Joe Beine
Denver, CO
-Online Searchable Death Indexes & Records
http://www.deathindexes.com/
"Sandy Day" <daysa@oplin.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi Everyone
Christmas came early this year!
Ohio Death certificates 1908-1953
Go to:
1. www.familysearchlabs.org
2. On the homepage click on RECORD SEARCH
3. Sign In (log on)
4. Register (click "save" and you won't have to re-type your
information each time you access the website to do research)
It takes about 24 hours to get accepted and then you can access these
Ohio Death Certificates free at home. ENJOY!

>
>
>
>
>
>

This was made available thru LDS Church (Mormons).
Sandy Day
Local Historian/Genealogist
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH

From pmlofft at comcast.net Sat Nov 24 19:16:52 2007
From: pmlofft at comcast.net (Patrick M. Lofft)
Date: Sat Nov 24 19:16:56 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy research recommendations
In-Reply-To: <1422FEF3-9AC8-11DC-BF55-0003936B8FFE@genesearch.com>
References: <20071122170014.41FA0D0210@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<1422FEF3-9AC8-11DC-BF55-0003936B8FFE@genesearch.com>
Message-ID: <007a01c82ef8$7b6bd250$6401a8c0@Patricksdesktop>
Our genealogy library is deficient in research aids for non-European
ancestries.
I would appreciate receiving your recommendations for acquisition of
research aids that focus on Asian (Chinese, Japanese, Indian, Philippine,
etc.), Native American, Mexican, Central and South American ancestries, etc.
I will post a recap of the recommendations received for all to scrutinize.
Thanks, Patrick
From vctinney at sbcglobal.net Sun Nov 25 01:50:07 2007
From: vctinney at sbcglobal.net (Chris Tinney)
Date: Sun Nov 25 01:50:09 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy research recommendations
In-Reply-To: <007a01c82ef8$7b6bd250$6401a8c0@Patricksdesktop>
Message-ID: <594132.74361.qm@web56106.mail.re3.yahoo.com>
Please use:
Regional Genealogy and Local History Research:
Local History and Genealogy Portals to the World.
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/regionalgenealogy.htm
Regional genealogy and local history research includes:
areas, countries, directories, ethnic group populations,
organizations, local ancestry and local history studies.
It includes:
Regional World Wide
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/regionalgenealogy.htm#regionww
Includes area and regional studies
from professional sources.
Regional - Continental Sources
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/regionalgenealogy.htm#regcontinental
Americas and North America: N.A.
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/regionalgenealogy.htm#amernorth
Includes all current online research
aids for Native American, both general
and country specific, as follows . . .

Canada
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/regionalgenealogy.htm#CANADA
United States
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/regionalgenealogy.htm#usa
Middle America - Hispanic - South America
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/regionalgenealogy.htm#amercenso
(Includes Central America and Mexico)
Includes all current online research
aids for Mexican, Central and
South American ancestries.
Hispanic and Latino: Latin America
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/regionalgenealogy.htm#hispanic
Middle East and Africa
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/regionalgenealogy.htm#africamideast
(Includes Middle East [with North Africa]
and Middle East with Africa: Northern Area Countries
and Southern Area Countries)
The Pacific and Asia
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/regionalgenealogy.htm#asiap
Includes all current online research aids for Asian
(Chinese, Japanese, Indian, Philippine, etc.)
EXAMPLE:
JAPAN includes mega portals, family,
genealogy and population links, general
resources from the best Japanese university
level studies resources (worldwide), history
and regional information sites.
Resources include data from Wikipedia, Wikipedia Portals,
country data from all countries of the world, Library of
Congress, demographics, research wikis, GenWeb links,
place details from the LDS Family History Library (SLC),
research guidance, research outlines, indigenous peoples
and ethnic resources worldwide, minority sites; local data
from other known genealogy or population specialty links.
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America,
Millennium Edition [54th] through 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
Family Genealogy & History Internet Education Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
"Patrick M. Lofft" <pmlofft@comcast.net> wrote:
Our genealogy library is deficient in research aids for non-European
ancestries.
I would appreciate receiving your recommendations for acquisition of
research aids that focus on Asian (Chinese, Japanese, Indian, Philippine,
etc.), Native American, Mexican, Central and South American ancestries, etc.

I will post a recap of the recommendations received for all to scrutinize.
Thanks, Patrick
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071124/
ae4cb699/attachment.html
From dnjperson at comcast.net Sun Nov 25 19:46:00 2007
From: dnjperson at comcast.net (dnjperson)
Date: Sun Nov 25 19:46:05 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy research recommendations
In-Reply-To: <007a01c82ef8$7b6bd250$6401a8c0@Patricksdesktop>
References: <20071122170014.41FA0D0210@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<1422FEF3-9AC8-11DC-BF55-0003936B8FFE@genesearch.com>
<007a01c82ef8$7b6bd250$6401a8c0@Patricksdesktop>
Message-ID: <12522C6D-63B8-4255-93EA-C4677CD28213@comcast.net>
I'll be very interested in the results of your query!
Judy
On Nov 24, 2007, at 4:16 PM, Patrick M. Lofft wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Our genealogy library is deficient in research aids for non-European
ancestries.
I would appreciate receiving your recommendations for acquisition of
research aids that focus on Asian (Chinese, Japanese, Indian,
Philippine,
etc.), Native American, Mexican, Central and South American
ancestries, etc.
I will post a recap of the recommendations received for all to
scrutinize.
Thanks, Patrick
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Sun Nov 25 21:54:43 2007
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Sun Nov 25 21:32:45 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy research recommendations
References: <20071122170014.41FA0D0210@mailman.acomp.usf.edu><1422FEF3-9AC8-11DCBF55-0003936B8FFE@genesearch.com>
<007a01c82ef8$7b6bd250$6401a8c0@Patricksdesktop>
Message-ID: <002b01c82fd7$b25f4000$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>

Tracing Your Hispanic Heritage by George R. Ryskamp (Riverside CA: Hispanic
Family History Research, 1984).
Spanish & Mexican Records of the Americn Southwest by Henry Putney Beers
(Tucson AZ: University of Arizona Press, 1979).
A Student's Guide to Mexican American Genealogy by George R. Ryskamp and
Peggy Ryskamp (Phoenix AZ: Oryx Press, 1966). ** Oryx American Family Tree
Series ... very good for young people but seasoned genealogists may glean a
thing or two as well. The Series includes British as well as African,
Chinese, German, Irish, Italian, etc......
Mexican-American Genealogical Research: Following the Paper Trail to Mexico
by John P. Schmal (Bowie MD: Heritage Press, 2002).
There are regional items that may hold interest Guide to the Microfilm Edition of the Bexar Archives, 1822-1836
Our Catholic Heritage in Texas, 1519-1936 by Carlos E. Castaneda
Trevia
----- Original Message ----From: "Patrick M. Lofft" <pmlofft@comcast.net>
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Saturday, November 24, 2007 6:16 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy research recommendations
> Our genealogy library is deficient in research aids for non-European
> ancestries.
>
> I would appreciate receiving your recommendations for acquisition of
> research aids that focus on Asian (Chinese, Japanese, Indian, Philippine,
> etc.), Native American, Mexican, Central and South American ancestries,
etc.
>
>
> I will post a recap of the recommendations received for all to scrutinize.
>
> Thanks, Patrick
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From crscott at HeritageBooks.com Mon Nov 26 08:29:07 2007
From: crscott at HeritageBooks.com (Craig Scott)
Date: Mon Nov 26 08:29:15 2007
Subject: E: [Genealib] Genealogy research recommendations
In-Reply-To: <002b01c82fd7$b25f4000$6401a8c0@oemcomputer>
Message-ID: <200711261329.lAQDT8h7028775@host.grillsbypaulwall.com>
Mexican-American Genealogical Research: Following the Paper Trail to Mexico
by John P. Schmal (Bowie MD: Heritage Press, 2002).
This title was actually published by Heritage Books, not Heritage Press in
2002 in Bowie. Heritage Books, Inc. is now located in Westminster, MD and
has been since 2003.

You just don't know how frustrating it is to get good press and have it be
wrong. <G>
C.
Craig R. Scott, CG
President and CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
65 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
800 876-6103
crscott@HeritageBooks.com
2758 books in print and growing. Visit www.HeritageBooks.com
-----Original Message-----

From jbrannan at uwa.edu Mon Nov 26 09:13:58 2007
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Mon Nov 26 09:15:24 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy research recommendations
In-Reply-To: <007a01c82ef8$7b6bd250$6401a8c0@Patricksdesktop>
References: <20071122170014.41FA0D0210@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<1422FEF3-9AC8-11DC-BF55-0003936B8FFE@genesearch.com>
<007a01c82ef8$7b6bd250$6401a8c0@Patricksdesktop>
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E08012@phosphorus>
These two sites have links to a wealth of information. They are free
and complete as downloads. They are extremely good for beginners and
those of intermediate skills. Some of them also have bibliographies.
http://www.familysearch.org/Eng/Search/RG/frameset_rhelps.asp
http://www.familysearch.org/Eng/Search/RG/frameset_rg.asp
Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Patrick M.
Lofft
Sent: Saturday, November 24, 2007 6:17 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy research recommendations
Our genealogy library is deficient in research aids for non-European
ancestries.
I would appreciate receiving your recommendations for acquisition of
research aids that focus on Asian (Chinese, Japanese, Indian,

Philippine,
etc.), Native American, Mexican, Central and South American ancestries,
etc.
I will post a recap of the recommendations received for all to
scrutinize.
Thanks, Patrick
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Mon Nov 26 14:46:42 2007
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Mon Nov 26 14:47:14 2007
Subject: [Genealib] teaching Heritage Quest
In-Reply-To: <20071120170017.77360D00B4@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20071120170017.77360D00B4@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <00e401c83065$11acda30$fa01060a@rpl.org>
My thanks to all who suggested things to do, both here on the list and via
direct emails.
From janettom at vpl.ca Mon Nov 26 15:16:55 2007
From: janettom at vpl.ca (janet tomkins)
Date: Mon Nov 26 15:17:35 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Non-European research guides
Message-ID: <474b29ce.1c36.972424474@vpl.ca>
Regarding Chinese ancestry, there are some resources listed on the
following pages in our Chinese-Canadian Genealogy website. The website
includes pages on Chinese-American Genealogy, due to the large degree of
Chinese transmigration between Canada and the U.S. Also on research in
China itself and research relating to Chinese communities elsewhere in the
world.
The pages below point to research guides, personal accounts, and
other resources.
Chinese-American Genealogy
http://www.vpl.ca/ccg/American_Genealogy.html
Chinese Diaspora
http://www.vpl.ca/ccg/Diaspora.html
Genealogy in China
http://www.vpl.ca/ccg/Genealogy.html
Janet Tomkins
Genealogy librarian
Vancouver Public Library
B.C., Canada
From Camilla_Berger at ci.pomona.ca.us Mon Nov 26 18:18:48 2007
From: Camilla_Berger at ci.pomona.ca.us (Berger, Camilla)
Date: Mon Nov 26 18:18:56 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry California Death Records
Message-ID: <9CC0851A718D1C4AAE3736D610C3D5E2040137F7@mailsrvr>

Twice I have found a California Death Record in both the vitalsearch-ca.com
website and the microfiche California death records that we have in our
library, but failed to find it in the California Death Records on the
AncestryLibrary edition database. I didn't find it under the name nor under
the social security number no matter how I searched.
Has anyone else noticed a problem like this?
Camilla Berger
Adult Services Librarian
Pomona Public Library
625 South Garey Avenue
P.O. Box 2271
Pomona, CA 91769-2271
(909) 620-2473
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071126/
d723d69e/attachment.html
From kdevine at secstate.wa.gov Tue Nov 27 13:00:42 2007
From: kdevine at secstate.wa.gov (Devine, Kathryn)
Date: Tue Nov 27 13:00:35 2007
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Ancestry California Death Records
In-Reply-To: <20071127170020.5B148D0555@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<A0ACCB9F4405C943A48F7D66142B7E20776528@secstatemxlib01.secstate.wa.pri>
We don't have the California death indexes in our library, so I can't
say for sure about those records. However, I do know that the Washington
Death Index as it appears on AncestryLibrary is incomplete.
The database is supposed to cover Washington deaths from 1940-1996, but
routinely deaths from the 1950s and early 1960s and even some from the
1970s do not show up. But those deaths are on the microfilm. There
doesn't appear to be any explanation for the gaps, and it's been that
way for several years. I don't know if they are updating the database or
not.
Knowing that the Washington Index is so spotty has made me suspicious of
the other death indexes on AncestryLibrary. Your experience with the
California records seems to confirm those suspicions.
I know no index is ever perfect, and I am grateful for the records that
are there. But it would be nice if Ancestry could add a note or
something explaining that there are gaps, or that the indexes are being
updated--some clue!
Kathryn Devine
Genealogy Librarian
Washington State Library
Olympia WA
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2007 9:00 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 50, Issue 23
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:
1. teaching Heritage Quest (Larry Naukam)
2. Non-European research guides (janet tomkins)
3. Ancestry California Death Records (Berger, Camilla)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Mon, 26 Nov 2007 14:46:42 -0500
From: "Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
Subject: [Genealib] teaching Heritage Quest
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <00e401c83065$11acda30$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="us-ascii"
My thanks to all who suggested things to do, both here on the list and
via
direct emails.

-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Mon, 26 Nov 2007 12:16:55 -0800
From: "janet tomkins" <janettom@vpl.ca>
Subject: [Genealib] Non-European research guides
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <474b29ce.1c36.972424474@vpl.ca>
Regarding Chinese ancestry, there are some resources listed on the
following pages in our Chinese-Canadian Genealogy website. The website
includes pages on Chinese-American Genealogy, due to the large degree of
Chinese transmigration between Canada and the U.S. Also on research in
China itself and research relating to Chinese communities elsewhere in
the

world.
The pages below point to research guides, personal accounts,
and
other resources.
Chinese-American Genealogy
http://www.vpl.ca/ccg/American_Genealogy.html
Chinese Diaspora
http://www.vpl.ca/ccg/Diaspora.html
Genealogy in China
http://www.vpl.ca/ccg/Genealogy.html
Janet Tomkins
Genealogy librarian
Vancouver Public Library
B.C., Canada
-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Mon, 26 Nov 2007 15:18:48 -0800
From: "Berger, Camilla" <Camilla_Berger@ci.pomona.ca.us>
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry California Death Records
To: "'genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu'"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <9CC0851A718D1C4AAE3736D610C3D5E2040137F7@mailsrvr>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Twice I have found a California Death Record in both the
vitalsearch-ca.com
website and the microfiche California death records that we have in our
library, but failed to find it in the California Death Records on the
AncestryLibrary edition database. I didn't find it under the name nor
under
the social security number no matter how I searched.
Has anyone else noticed a problem like this?
Camilla Berger
Adult Services Librarian
Pomona Public Library
625 South Garey Avenue
P.O. Box 2271
Pomona, CA 91769-2271
(909) 620-2473
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071126/d72
3d69e/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list

genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 50, Issue 23
****************************************
From John.LaMont at spl.org Tue Nov 27 14:44:53 2007
From: John.LaMont at spl.org (John LaMont)
Date: Tue Nov 27 14:45:22 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Ancestry California Death Records
In-Reply-To: <20071127170019.DA59ED056C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20071127170019.DA59ED056C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <474C0335.C652.001D.0@spl.org>
In the Washington State Death Index on Ancestry there is a 10 year period (roughly
1955-1965) when there were only about 6 people who died. If you search the index
with just the year, you'll see most years in this period show 0 deaths. If
ancestry fails, we always check the microfilm. 9.5 times out of 10 we find the
listing there.
John LaMont
Librarian - Genealogy
History, Travel & Maps
The Seattle Public Library
From OTugarina at nehgs.org Wed Nov 28 11:59:30 2007
From: OTugarina at nehgs.org (Tugarina, Olga)
Date: Wed Nov 28 12:03:23 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals for postage
Message-ID: <1159AFB3D3416141857B5208287569BC55F0CA@nehgsmail.nehgs.local>
To Librarians Serving Genealogists:
We are offering the following periodicals to libraries for postage only.
Please send requests off-list, along with your shipping address, to
otugarina@nehgs.org <mailto:jmaguire@nehgs.org> .
Chamberlain Key (37 issues)
V.1:no.1(1996:winter)-v.2:no.1(1997:winter),v.2:no.3((1997:summer)-v.5:n
o.3(2000:summer),v.7:no.2(2002:spring)-v.12:no.1(2007:winter); Index to
v.9,11, Subject index to v.1-8
Searching for the hidden Dale
v.1(2c.), 2, 7
South Carolina Magazine of Ancestral Research (40 issues)
v.20:no.1(1992:winter)-v.29:no4(2001:fall)
Olga Tugarina
Technical Services Assistant
NEHGS
101 Newbury St.
Boston, MA 02116
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071128/
ecd05583/attachment.html
From OTugarina at nehgs.org Wed Nov 28 15:36:32 2007
From: OTugarina at nehgs.org (Tugarina, Olga)

Date: Wed Nov 28 15:36:35 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals for postage
Message-ID: <1159AFB3D3416141857B5208287569BC55F0D0@nehgsmail.nehgs.local>
All periodicals have been taken. Thank you for your interest.
Olga Tugarina
Technical Services assistant
New England Historic Genealogical Society
101 Newbury St.
Boston, MA 02116
otugarina@nehgs.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071128/2fbbdd42/
attachment.html
From John.LaMont at spl.org Wed Nov 28 15:46:18 2007
From: John.LaMont at spl.org (John LaMont)
Date: Wed Nov 28 16:30:01 2007
Subject: [Genealib] Further Death Index Anomalies
Message-ID: <474D631A.C652.001D.0@spl.org>
Here's another anomaly for the Washington Death Index on Ancestry Library Edition.
Exact search across all Ancestry databases for "John Smith" in Washington.
Select the Washington State Death Index.
Results: 227
Exact search in the Washington State Death Index for "John Smith"
Results: 335
I couldn't repeat this with the California Death Index.
John LaMont
Librarian - Genealogy
History, Travel & Maps
The Seattle Public Library
From colligans at buffalolib.org Thu Nov 29 15:02:29 2007
From: colligans at buffalolib.org (Suzanne Colligan)
Date: Thu Nov 29 15:01:24 2007
Subject: [Genealib] African American Book Titles
Message-ID: <20071129200121.C588DD087F@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Greetings,
I've been tasked with buying books that would help researchers trace
their African American roots and learn how to explore their slave
roots. I'm fortunate enough to work for a library that has an
excellent reference and circulating collection. That being said, I'm
trying to find newer single titles or desirable reference sets. I've
looked in Books in Print, Amazon, World Cat, Library of Congress, and
the NY Public and Atlanta Fulton County Public libraries' catalogs.
Any vendor or titles suggestions? e-mail me off list and I can
summarize and post when I have enough info.
Thanks!
Suzanne Colligan
Reference Librarian

Grosvenor Room
<http://www.buffalolib.org/>Buffalo & Erie County Public Library, Central
1 Lafayette Sq.
Buffalo, NY 14203
(716) 858-7120
colligans@buffalolib.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071129/9872b868/
attachment.html
From JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us Thu Nov 29 15:23:12 2007
From: JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Thu Nov 29 15:25:02 2007
Subject: [Genealib] ALA preconference in Philadelphia
Message-ID: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B40D113D@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
Are you going to ALA in Philadelphia in January? It's not too late to register for
the genealogy preconference, to be held at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
The speakers are: professional genealogist James Beidler, "Searching for a
Pennsylvania German Ancestor"; Ellen Dunlap, president of the American Antiquarian
Society, "Clio and Her Kissin' Cousins"; Susanna Morikawa and Pat O'Donnell of the
Friends Historical Library who will talk about Quaker Records; Jerry Haslam,
assistant professor of history at BYU, "The Evolution of Colonial American
Paleography from the 1600s to the Late 1700s"; and Dick Eastman of Eastman's Online
Genealogy Newsletter, "Looking to the Future - What Librarians Should Know."
It is going to be a very interesting and informative day. Find out about
registration prices from
http://www.ala.org/ala/eventsandconferencesb/midwinter/2008/otherevents.htm
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us <mailto:jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us>
Mid-Continent Public Library, Genealogy Branch
317 W. 24 Highway
Independence MO 64050
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us <http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/>
Phone: (816) 252-7228; Fax: (816) 254-7114
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions express are personal
Genealogy Branch closing for move in Spring 2008 - Call before scheduling a visit.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20071129/4bf33012/
attachment.html

